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These are uniquely testing times for us all. The speed at which COVID-19
has spread across the world and the severity of the disruption to the
global economy appear unprecedented. At KPMG, our absolute priority
is the health and well-being of our people, their families and our wider
communities. In the face of this unusually complex crisis, we are also
deeply committed to supporting clients as they seek to safeguard their
business on behalf of their employees, customers and the broader
economy.
COVID-19 is affecting every element of business, from the robustness
of supply chains, to the stability of the financial markets, the availability
of the labour force and the threat of rapidly waning customer demand.
KPMG member firms are standing shoulder to shoulder with clients
across all industries and all sectors with the aim of ensuring they
receive timely, informed and practical guidance – drawing on the latest
industry insights and learnings from our experts based right across the
KPMG network around the globe.
In this unpredictable environment, one of the keys to business survival
– and to future success – is resilience throughout the entire enterprise.
This includes financial resilience, operational resilience and commercial
resilience, all agile enough to evolve over time and in the light of changing
circumstances.
This guide sets out KPMG’s perspectives on maintaining enterprise
wide resilience and some practical ways in which KPMG member firms
are helping to equip clients to tackle not just the current global health
crisis but a raft of other fast-moving trends set to shape the business
landscape for years to come.
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COVID-19 Enterprise Resilience

Enterprise resilience
The COVID-19 pandemic is creating unprecedented disruption throughout our lives and the global economy. The speed at
which events continue to evolve is unparalleled, the public health crisis, response of governments, changes to our daily
lives and its implications for our respective economies. Customer demand, supply chains, financial markets, the labour
force and every aspect of day-to-day business are affected. Businesses have faced crises before, but this one is potentially
more complex and unpredictable. Many businesses will have their crisis management plans in place, the challenge now is
how do you sustain a plan typically built for days and weeks to manage a period of extended uncertainty?
Businesses were already working hard to maintain resilience in the face of other fast-moving trends, including relentless technology innovation,
extended supply chains and changing customer expectations. Facing COVID-19, businesses must now urgently assess all aspects of their
resilience, hone in on the key issues and keep them under review to ensure survival and success.
Maintaining resilience will mean taking an organisation-wide view across three pillars: financial, operational and commercial.

Financial resilience

Operational resilience

Commercial resilience

The ability to
withstand the financial
impact on liquidity,
income and assets.

The ability to
withstand operational
shocks and continue
to deliver your core
business.

The ability to
respond to changing
market and
consumer pressures.

These pillars are interdependent and underpinned by multiple factors, with horizontal trusses, such as management information and stress
testing, providing the glue that holds the structure together.
Our guide sets out the challenges facing organisations, provides insight about industry best practice, and outlines the views of KPMG
professionals of immediate, medium and long term actions organisations should be taking. Sharing experiences and exploring practical ways in
which you can assess, strengthen and plan a phased response, bolstering resilience through to recovery.
Our approach to Enterprise Resilience is designed to be adaptable to the dynamics of your organisation and is intended to evolve over time to
reflect the changing nature of this crisis, enabling us to share the breadth of our insights rapidly and efficiently.
When you complete our online assessment, which has been tailored to the issues of COVID-19, you will receive a customised report providing
practical considerations and potential actions to take. We believe maintaining resilience holds the key to protecting today and being ready for the
opportunities and challenges of tomorrow.
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COVID-19 Enterprise Resilience

Financial resilience
The financial effects of the pandemic are reminiscent of the
2008 financial crisis, but with the stresses extended across
every sector of the economy. Previously healthy businesses
are suddenly coming under acute financial pressure. Without
financial resilience, commercial and operational resilience cannot
be maintained. Keeping this pillar strong requires companies to
adapt existing financial frameworks to a more hostile, volatile
environment in which profitability, cash flow and access to
finance are coming under simultaneous pressure. The pillar is
supported by three key themes:

1. F
 inancial stress testing and forecasting
2. Liquidity and financing

range of support initiatives that have been announced by national
governments across the world.
Despite these moves, many firms are facing imminent financial crisis
and some are already contemplating insolvency. The support packages
that governments have provided have been a major source of hope to
many, but questions remain over eligibility and accessibility and most
importantly, how quickly businesses will see the real cash benefit from
these schemes.

“How do you ensure that
your company has sufficient
financial resources to
maintain stability in the
context of commercial and
operational disruption?”

KPMG’s Enterprise Resilience Framework can help businesses
to identify and manage the threats presented by the COVID-19
pandemic, and in the next few pages we outline some of the key
steps that we believe organisations should take to maintain their
Financial Resilience, if they are not doing so already. They also
provide examples of the practical, outcome-based support KPMG
member firms can offer our clients.

3. F
 inancial crisis response and contingency planning
Pressure is coming from all sides, as some customers withhold
settlement and suppliers demand faster payment. Managers
unfamiliar with financial distress are struggling to shift their financial
frameworks onto ‘a war footing’, with many struggling to forecast
cash flows, to model their liquidity and to identify downside risks
effectively. For some, the likelihood of breaching financial covenants
or worse still, experiencing a funding shortfall in the near term, is a
further source of concern. To make matters even worse, this may be
a multi-phase crisis with finances coming under pressure repeatedly
over the next 12-18 months.
In response, businesses are taking their own steps to preserve and
generate cash. They are also exploring external financing options
with new or existing lenders, and understanding how to access the

Click here to take our COVID-19 response assessment
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COVID-19 Enterprise Resilience

Financial resilience
Financial crisis response and
Financial stress testing and forecasting
contingency planning

Liquidity and Financing

Challenges and concerns

Industry Insights

–– Customers are hoarding cash, while
suppliers – whose failure would be
harmful – seek faster payment

–– Adapting cash flow models for uncertainty
and disruption, revising them regularly –
even daily

–– Disruption is slowing revenue generation,
while costs like salaries and maintenance
remain fixed

–– Using short term cash forecasts to underpin
resilience strategies and determine response
priorities

–– Cash burn is accelerating, but regular
financial management data does not
provide adequate granular visibility of
short-term cash flow

–– Using short term forecasting to engage with
creditors and funders to seek forbearance
and support

–– Defensive cash preservation and
generation tactics are of paramount
importance, but the timing and
prioritisation of individual initiatives and
actions is difficult to manage effectively
–– Firms want to approach lenders and
funders, but can’t demonstrate a clear
view of their ‘ask’
–– Companies face the likelihood of
breaching financial covenants and want to
‘get on the front foot’
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Financial resilience
Financial stress testing and forecasting

Financial crisis response and
contingency planning

Liquidity and Financing

Short
Term
term

Challenges and concerns

Industry Insights

Short term

–– Customers are hoarding cash, while
suppliers – whose failure would be
harmful – seek faster payment

–– Adapting cash flow models for uncertainty
and disruption, revising them regularly –
even daily

–– Set up robust 13-17 week short term cash flow (STCF) forecasts at business unit
and group level, reviewing weekly against prior forecast and outturn

–– Disruption is slowing revenue generation,
while costs like salaries and maintenance
remain fixed

–– Using short term cash forecasts to underpin
resilience strategies and determine response
priorities

–– Cash burn is accelerating, but regular
financial management data does not
provide adequate granular visibility of
short-term cash flow

–– Using short term forecasting to engage with
creditors and funders to seek forbearance
and support

–– Defensive cash preservation and
generation tactics are of paramount
importance, but the timing and
prioritisation of individual initiatives and
actions is difficult to manage effectively
–– Firms want to approach lenders and
funders, but can’t demonstrate a clear
view of their ‘ask’
–– Companies face the likelihood of
breaching financial covenants and want to
‘get on the front foot’

–– Reconcile the STCF with monthly financial forecasts including P&L, balance
sheet and funds flow
–– Assess enterprise-wide cash flow risks to spot potential downsides to the STCF;
analyse them by timing, quantum and probability
–– Identify rapid, achievable ways to reduce costs and preserve cash and classify
them as:
–– Green (‘no regrets’): e.g. maximising existing supplier payment terms
–– Amber (‘counter to BAU’): e.g. deferring capital expenditure on growth
projects

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Red (‘last resort’): e.g. closing or reducing operations
–– Match cash mitigation initiatives to STCF risks, based on timing and quantum
–– Assess the impact of cash flow scenarios on cash reserves, facility headroom
and financial covenants, revisiting weekly
–– Initiate early discussions with lenders or funders if necessary, supported
by forecasting packages that combine monthly reports, STCF forecasts and
potential risk scenarios
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Short
Term
term

Challenges and concerns

Industry Insights

Medium term

–– Customers are hoarding cash, while
suppliers – whose failure would be
harmful – seek faster payment

–– Adapting cash flow models for uncertainty
and disruption, revising them regularly –
even daily

–– Disruption is slowing revenue generation,
while costs like salaries and maintenance
remain fixed

–– Using short term cash forecasts to underpin
resilience strategies and determine response
priorities

–– Forecast the full p&l, balance sheet and cash flow effect of hibernating then
re-awakening parts or all of your business. Not only will it help you in the
contingency planning exercise you should be undertaking, but your stakeholders
will expect you to have done so

–– Cash burn is accelerating, but regular
financial management data does not
provide adequate granular visibility of
short-term cash flow

–– Using short term forecasting to engage with
creditors and funders to seek forbearance
and support

–– Defensive cash preservation and
generation tactics are of paramount
importance, but the timing and
prioritisation of individual initiatives and
actions is difficult to manage effectively

–– Introduce the 13-week cash forecast and recent 4 week ‘actual’ cash flow
history to management information packs, with analysis of variance against
prior forecasts
–– Put short term cash flow on the agenda of monthly Executive or Board
meetings, allocating cash flow targets outside the Finance function
–– Consider early discussions with lenders and funders if forecasts predict a
funding shortfall beyond the horizon of the STCF

–– Firms want to approach lenders and
funders, but can’t demonstrate a clear
view of their ‘ask’
–– Companies face the likelihood of
breaching financial covenants and want to
‘get on the front foot’
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Long term

–– Customers are hoarding cash, while
suppliers – whose failure would be
harmful – seek faster payment

–– Adapting cash flow models for uncertainty
and disruption, revising them regularly –
even daily

–– Assess the potential impact of short-term disruption on longer-term financial
behaviour by customers and suppliers

–– Disruption is slowing revenue generation,
while costs like salaries and maintenance
remain fixed

–– Using short term cash forecasts to underpin
resilience strategies and determine response
priorities

–– Cash burn is accelerating, but regular
financial management data does not
provide adequate granular visibility of
short-term cash flow

–– Using short term forecasting to engage with
creditors and funders to seek forbearance
and support

–– Reengineer customer journeys and processes to take account of altered
behaviours

–– Defensive cash preservation and
generation tactics are of paramount
importance, but the timing and
prioritisation of individual initiatives and
actions is difficult to manage effectively
–– Firms want to approach lenders and
funders, but can’t demonstrate a clear
view of their ‘ask’
–– Companies face the likelihood of
breaching financial covenants and want to
‘get on the front foot’
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Financial resilience
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Financial crisis response and
contingency planning
Short
Term
term

Challenges and concerns

Industry Insights

KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Customers are hoarding cash, while
suppliers – whose failure would be
harmful – seek faster payment

–– Adapting cash flow models for uncertainty
and disruption, revising them regularly –
even daily

–– Forecasts – implementing robust short-term cash flow forecasts, including
dynamic scenarios and consolidation

–– Disruption is slowing revenue generation,
while costs like salaries and maintenance
remain fixed

–– Using short term cash forecasts to underpin
resilience strategies and determine response
priorities

–– Cash burn is accelerating, but regular
financial management data does not
provide adequate granular visibility of
short-term cash flow

–– Using short term forecasting to engage with
creditors and funders to seek forbearance
and support

–– Defensive cash preservation and
generation tactics are of paramount
importance, but the timing and
prioritisation of individual initiatives and
actions is difficult to manage effectively

–– Stress testing – sensitising forecasts to model cash burn rates, cash reserves
and facility headroom
–– Workshops - facilitating ‘brainstorming’ sessions on cash preservation and
financing options
–– Diagnostics – data-driven programmes to identify short and medium-term cash
‘win’ opportunities
–– Training – providing coaching on tactical, strategic and crisis cash management
–– Finance requests – helping firms to prepare applications to new and existing
funders and lenders

–– Firms want to approach lenders and
funders, but can’t demonstrate a clear
view of their ‘ask’
–– Companies face the likelihood of
breaching financial covenants and want to
‘get on the front foot’
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–– Uncertainty over demand and supply
chains is creating liquidity pressure
across the business

–– Firms are temporarily halting payments,
with some seeking to cut costs - often
by reducing staff – even before seeking
clarity over funding options

–– Previously healthy firms suddenly
face running out of cash in weeks or
months
–– Managers without experience of
business distress are unsure how to
mitigate liquidity pressures
–– Government support packages are
evolving fast, but concerns remain
over eligibility, accessibility and
speed of delivery
–– Accessing sufficient debt facilities to
meet liquidity requirements

–– Best in class businesses are refreshing
cash flow forecasts and looking at
available mitigations

Financial crisis response and
contingency planning
Short
Term
term

Medium
term

–– Firms are drawing down available credit
–– Businesses are assessing financing
strategies / options and approaching
lenders to access or amend debt
facilities or participate in the
Government-backed funding schemes
–– Companies are engaging with tax
authorities to seek tax payment
holidays, which are proving fruitful
–– Smaller firms are finding it hard to
understand and access Governmentbacked funding packages fast enough

Long
term

How KPMG
member
firms can
help
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Financial resilience
Financial stress testing and forecasting

Liquidity and Financing

Financial crisis response and
contingency planning

Challenges and concerns

Industry Insights

Short term

–– Uncertainty over demand and supply
chains is creating liquidity pressure
across the business

–– Firms are temporarily halting payments,
with some seeking to cut costs - often
by reducing staff – even before seeking
clarity over funding options

–– Draw down all existing funding lines to maximise available cash

–– Previously healthy firms suddenly
face running out of cash in weeks or
months
–– Managers without experience of
business distress are unsure how to
mitigate liquidity pressures
–– Government support packages are
evolving fast, but concerns remain
over eligibility, accessibility and
speed of delivery
–– Accessing sufficient debt facilities to
meet liquidity requirements

–– Best in class businesses are refreshing
cash flow forecasts and looking at
available mitigations
–– Firms are drawing down available credit
–– Businesses are assessing financing
strategies / options and approaching
lenders to access or amend debt
facilities or participate in the
Government-backed funding schemes
–– Companies are engaging with tax
authorities to seek tax payment
holidays, which are proving fruitful
–– Smaller firms are finding it hard to
understand and access Governmentbacked funding packages fast enough

Short
Term
term

–– Take a holistic view of the full range of internal and external options to support your liquidity
–– Identify and risk grade those levers which can be used to accommodate different
scenarios. This will illustrate to lenders proactive identification of risks and steps taken to
mitigate

Medium
term

–– Assess baskets and triggers under existing financing documentation
–– Evaluate funding strategies, options, markets, lenders and other sources of capital in order
to meeting your funding needs in the timescale available
–– Approach lenders both on loan schemes supported by Government, and in connection with
wider lending support they may be able to offer outside of those

Long
term

–– Engage with other key stakeholders on interim funding and payment alleviation options
supported by Government, e.g. job retention schemes, business rates relief, grants, various
Tax support offered by local Tax authorities
–– Review VAT/GST processes to maximise cash, ensuring claims for all tax reliefs and
incentives that provide cash credits have been made
–– Engage with other significant 3rd party creditors on payment deferral options, e.g. with
landlords on rent
–– Set up spending freezes and tighten authorisations to limit outgoings
–– Brainstorm a ‘self-help plan’ to preserve and generate cash, and initiate actions in
conjunction with all key functions
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Medium term

–– Uncertainty over demand and supply
chains is creating liquidity pressure
across the business

–– Firms are temporarily halting payments,
with some seeking to cut costs - often
by reducing staff – even before seeking
clarity over funding options

–– Establish a cash-focused culture across the business, valuing cash over profit

–– Previously healthy firms suddenly
face running out of cash in weeks or
months
–– Managers without experience of
business distress are unsure how to
mitigate liquidity pressures
–– Government support packages are
evolving fast, but concerns remain
over eligibility, accessibility and
speed of delivery
–– Accessing sufficient debt facilities to
meet liquidity requirements

–– Best in class businesses are refreshing
cash flow forecasts and looking at
available mitigations
–– Firms are drawing down available credit
–– Businesses are assessing financing
strategies / options and approaching
lenders to access or amend debt
facilities or participate in the
Government-backed funding schemes

Short
Term
term

–– Develop financing and lender engagement strategies to support the business with the
funding or flexibility to trade through and out of the COVID-19 crisis
–– Engage with lenders or alternative funding providers to maximise total available headroom,
if required

Medium
term

–– Set up a central cash management team (or individual) responsible for embedding cash
maximisation processes
–– Establish an Executive level cash committee
–– Work with suppliers to understand their funding pressures and how they may impact
your operations

–– Companies are engaging with tax
authorities to seek tax payment
holidays, which are proving fruitful
–– Smaller firms are finding it hard to
understand and access Governmentbacked funding packages fast enough

Long
term

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

Contacts
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Long term

–– Uncertainty over demand and supply
chains is creating liquidity pressure
across the business

–– Firms are temporarily halting payments,
with some seeking to cut costs - often
by reducing staff – even before seeking
clarity over funding options

–– Embed robust 13 week and annual cash flow forecasts into budgetary and financial
management cycles

–– Previously healthy firms suddenly
face running out of cash in weeks or
months
–– Managers without experience of
business distress are unsure how to
mitigate liquidity pressures
–– Government support packages are
evolving fast, but concerns remain
over eligibility, accessibility and
speed of delivery
–– Accessing sufficient debt facilities to
meet liquidity requirements

–– Best in class businesses are refreshing
cash flow forecasts and looking at
available mitigations
–– Firms are drawing down available credit

–– Consider ways to optimise funding arrangements for a less certain future
–– Establish a sustainable strategic working capital programme to ensure that liquidity is
optimised under normal and stressed conditions

Medium
term

–– Put in place long term financing to support a return to normalised trading conditions,
including investment and growth

–– Businesses are assessing financing
strategies / options and approaching
lenders to access or amend debt
facilities or participate in the
Government-backed funding schemes
–– Companies are engaging with tax
authorities to seek tax payment
holidays, which are proving fruitful
–– Smaller firms are finding it hard to
understand and access Governmentbacked funding packages fast enough

Long
term

How KPMG
member
firms can
help
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Liquidity and Financing

Financial crisis response and
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Short
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Uncertainty over demand and supply
chains is creating liquidity pressure
across the business

–– Firms are temporarily halting payments,
with some seeking to cut costs - often
by reducing staff – even before seeking
clarity over funding options

–– Identifying options to meet funding requirements, including advising on how to access
different government backed funding programmes and approach lenders

–– Best in class businesses are refreshing
cash flow forecasts and looking at
available mitigations

–– Providing strategic, financing and legal advice to assist in the negotiation of terms, drafting
and implementation of financial documentation

–– Previously healthy firms suddenly
face running out of cash in weeks or
months
–– Managers without experience of
business distress are unsure how to
mitigate liquidity pressures
–– Government support packages are
evolving fast, but concerns remain
over eligibility, accessibility and
speed of delivery
–– Accessing sufficient debt facilities to
meet liquidity requirements

–– Firms are drawing down available credit
–– Businesses are assessing financing
strategies / options and approaching
lenders to access or amend debt
facilities or participate in the
Government-backed funding schemes
–– Companies are engaging with tax
authorities to seek tax payment
holidays, which are proving fruitful

–– Supporting the structuring of requests to lenders for funding or amendments to financial
covenants to succeed within timescales available

–– Supporting financial stress testing, cash flow risk assessment and modelling of mitigation
options to assist businesses in presenting the implementation of proactive self-help
measures when seeking additional funding
–– Liquidity planning - supporting the design and execution of cash flow management plans,
to demonstrate ongoing ‘liquidity grip’ to lenders including government loan schemes

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Negotiation – supporting firms’ negotiations with key stakeholders and funding providers
–– VAT/GST – identifying overpaid VAT/GST on sales and non-standard transactions; underrecovered VAT/GST expenses; and all available reliefs and incentives

–– Smaller firms are finding it hard to
understand and access Governmentbacked funding packages fast enough

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

Contacts
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Short
Term
term

–– Despite taking all available actions to
preserve and generate cash (such as
delaying payments and accelerating
receipts), some short-term cash flow
forecasts are showing imminent funding
shortfalls emerging

–– Businesses in immediate cash crisis are
taking steps to preserve cash balances
by restricting payments to only the most
business-critical vendors as they mobilise
contingency plans

Medium
term

–– Support packages such as job retention
schemes or business interruption loan
schemes that some governments have
introduced may take too long to access
for some and have eligibility criteria which
not all firms will meet
–– Other refinancing options with lenders
are becoming limited, will take time
to arrange, or may already have been
exhausted

–– Firms in a variety of sectors are considering
solvent mothballing options, founded on
support from landlords and job retention
schemes that governments are introducing,
although businesses in acute financial
distress continue to be challenged by the
timescales involved in such schemes
–– Several businesses have already moved to
appoint Insolvency Practitioners who are
working to extend the mothballing options
available using insolvency mechanisms. This
may open up the possibility of implementing
a strategy for some of those businesses
unable to fully fund the hibernation period
(even with Government help schemes)

Long
term
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Short term

–– Despite taking all available actions to
preserve and generate cash (such as
delaying payments and accelerating
receipts), some short-term cash flow
forecasts are showing imminent funding
shortfalls emerging

–– Businesses in immediate cash crisis are
taking steps to preserve cash balances
by restricting payments to only the most
business-critical vendors as they mobilise
contingency plans

–– Take legal advice on mothballing and insolvency options

–– Support packages such as job retention
schemes or business interruption loan
schemes that some governments have
introduced may take too long to access
for some and have eligibility criteria which
not all firms will meet
–– Other refinancing options with lenders
are becoming limited, will take time
to arrange or may already have been
exhausted

–– Firms in a variety of sectors are considering
solvent mothballing options, founded on
support from landlords and job retention
schemes that governments are introducing,
although businesses in acute financial
distress continue to be challenged by the
timescales involved in such schemes
–– Several businesses have already moved to
appoint Insolvency Practitioners who are
working to extend the mothballing options
available using insolvency mechanisms.
This may open up the possibility of
implementing a mothball strategy for some
of those businesses unable to fully fund the
hibernation period (even with Government
help schemes)

Short
Term
term

–– Model mothballing options (to preserve value for a future recovery, sale or exit)
The key options are:
–– Limited trading in administration, e.g. with an online revenue stream

Medium
term

–– Closing down all activities for a period with a view to achieving an exit via CVA,
or an accelerated sale
–– Shutting down fully, if mothballing or a solvent wind down are not feasible.
Possible insolvency regimes include administration and liquidation
–– If insolvency looks unavoidable, carry out contingency planning to decide
the strategy (i.e. administration or liquidation) most likely to protect value
for creditors

Long
term

–– Directors should consider their duties in a financially distressed situation,
for example:
–– The duties owed by directors’ shift from shareholders to creditors
–– Personal liability and disqualification risks should be considered
–– Wrongful trading or ‘trading irresponsibly’, an offence, should be avoided
–– The duty to ensure employee health and safety continues, including taking
reasonable steps to control the spread of COVID-19
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Medium term

–– Despite taking all available actions to
preserve and generate cash (such as
delaying payments and accelerating
receipts), some short-term cash flow
forecasts are showing imminent funding
shortfalls emerging

–– Businesses in immediate cash crisis are
taking steps to preserve cash balances
by restricting payments to only the most
business-critical vendors as they mobilise
contingency plans

–– Not applicable

–– Support packages such as job retention
schemes or business interruption loan
schemes that some governments have
introduced may take too long to access
for some and have eligibility criteria which
not all firms will meet
–– Other refinancing options with lenders
are becoming limited, will take time
to arrange or may already have been
exhausted

–– Firms in a variety of sectors are considering
solvent mothballing options, founded on
support from landlords and job retention
schemes that governments are introducing,
although businesses in acute financial
distress continue to be challenged by the
timescales involved in such schemes
–– Several businesses have already moved to
appoint Insolvency Practitioners who are
working to extend the mothballing options
available using insolvency mechanisms.
This may open up the possibility of
implementing a mothball strategy for some
of those businesses unable to fully fund the
hibernation period (even with Government
help schemes)
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Long term

–– Despite taking all available actions to
preserve and generate cash (such as
delaying payments and accelerating
receipts), some short-term cash flow
forecasts are showing imminent funding
shortfalls emerging

–– Businesses in immediate cash crisis are
taking steps to preserve cash balances
by restricting payments to only the most
business-critical vendors as they mobilise
contingency plans

–– Not applicable

–– Support packages such as job retention
schemes or business interruption loan
schemes that some governments have
introduced may take too long to access
for some and have eligibility criteria which
not all firms will meet
–– Other refinancing options with lenders
are becoming limited, will take time
to arrange or may already have been
exhausted

–– Firms in a variety of sectors are considering
solvent mothballing options, founded on
support from landlords and job retention
schemes that governments are introducing,
although businesses in acute financial
distress continue to be challenged by the
timescales involved in such schemes
–– Several businesses have already moved to
appoint Insolvency Practitioners who are
working to extend the mothballing options
available using insolvency mechanisms.
This may open up the possibility of
implementing a mothball strategy for some
of those businesses unable to fully fund the
hibernation period (even with Government
help schemes)
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Despite taking all available actions to
preserve and generate cash (such as
delaying payments and accelerating
receipts), some short-term cash flow
forecasts are showing imminent funding
shortfalls emerging

–– Businesses in immediate cash crisis are
taking steps to preserve cash balances
by restricting payments to only the most
business-critical vendors as they mobilise
contingency plans

–– Contingency planning – advising on and modelling broad-ranging
contingency scenarios

–– Support packages such as job retention
schemes or business interruption loan
schemes that some governments have
introduced may take too long to access
for some and have eligibility criteria which
not all firms will meet
–– Other refinancing options with lenders
are becoming limited, will take time
to arrange or may already have been
exhausted

–– Firms in a variety of sectors are considering
solvent mothballing options, founded on
support from landlords and job retention
schemes that governments are introducing,
although businesses in acute financial
distress continue to be challenged by the
timescales involved in such schemes

Short
Term
term

–– Supporting businesses implementing solvent mothball / hibernation strategies
with key stakeholder support as a primary contingency option
–– Working with Government agencies and regulators on additional support
measures to help Directors of challenged companies implement other relevant
contingency options, including insolvency, where necessary

–– Several businesses have already moved to
appoint Insolvency Practitioners who are
working to extend the mothballing options
available using insolvency mechanisms.
This may open up the possibility of
implementing a mothball strategy for some
of those businesses unable to fully fund the
hibernation period (even with Government
help schemes)
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Operational resilience
The fundamental importance of Operational Resilience is
understood by businesses that have faced crisis situations,
whether they were major IT outages, cyber-attacks, geopolitical incidents or any number of physical events such as
severe weather, fire or floods. Almost overnight, COVID-19
has become the single greatest threat to the continuity
and existence of many businesses. The maturity of an
organisation’s operational resilience now has the very real
potential to dictate whether an organisation can survive.
COVID-19 is causing unprecedented operational disruption.
Organisations are unable to deploy their people effectively. Supply
chains are being tested to an extreme extent, and access to premises
and physical assets is severely compromised. This disruption and the
consequential reliance on remote ways of working are leading to knockon impacts in terms of the resilience of technology, data, legal affairs,
revenue and taxation.
COVID-19 is causing significant disruption to organisations’ workforces.
Illness, and the need to self-isolate and care for others, will result in
large numbers of people being physically absent from work. Supporting
the health of an organisation’s people, both physical and mental, over
the coming months will be urgent priorities for business leaders.
They are already responding with flexible working arrangements and
prioritising the direction of resources – often into new, adjacent or
alternative activities – to meet new and emerging operational needs.
The best leaders are also thinking about their personal resilience and
taking steps to secure and support deputies as well as protecting their
own physical and mental wellbeing.
The resilience of supply chains, both upstream and downstream, will
be critical to the continued and effective management of business

operations. The impacts of COVID-19 may likely see contracts unfulfilled,
with force majeure clauses being invoked. This could create broader
consequences for the availability of goods and the provision of services.
Managed Service Providers may likely come under pressure as call
centres encounter staff absences and lockdowns, and data centre
operations and engineering support becomes challenging.
Under severe operational stress, organisations will need to make
important priority calls, deciding which products, services and
processes should be kept operational. In these circumstances, firms
will need to understand their prioritisation criteria, what constitutes the
minimum viable business model, and develop a viable recovery strategy.
It will have implications for staff; involve potentially difficult discussions
with customers and suppliers and the potential closure of sites and
facilities. Legal and regulatory implications are also certain.

“How will businesses
minimise the operational
impacts of COVID-19, adapt
to maintain delivery of their
products and services, survive
the crisis and then accelerate
their recovery?”

Add in the heightened threat of cyber-attack during the period of COVID-19
disruption, and exploitation by organised and opportunistic criminals, and
the operational hardiness of businesses is likely to be roundly tested

Click here to take our COVID-19 response assessment
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–– Work through future scenarios and
make sure we can anticipate the
implications

–– Discipline is needed to operate a “gold” and “silver” crisis
management model – keep the “gold” team focussed on
strategic and longer term issues – empower “silver” to
manage day-to-day, and trust people

–– Identify key customers and products,
and likely changes to demand
–– Determine the minimum viable
business model, its structure and
financial viability
–– Identify our resourcing approach, and
how we flex staff from non-core to
critical business functions
–– Consider which parts of the business
need to be temporarily closed for
the business to survive and whether
there are any work arounds
–– Consider how to communicate
decisions and underlying reasons to
shareholders, financiers, regulators
and staff
–– Minimise reputational damage and
financial losses

–– Focus on what the core of your business really is that you
need to protect – and be ready to flex resources, financial
and human, to protect it
–– Getting consistent communications out matters – internal
and external. People need a trusted and definitive source of
advice in these times of uncertainty
–– Make sure everyone is working from a single version of the
truth. It is easy to lose track of the actions being taken, and
the decisions that are being made in a fast-changing crisis
–– Beware of suppliers failing as liquidity pressures mount
and movement restrictions bite. You may find yourself
dependent on suppliers you don’t expect
–– Expect that you will burn people out, watch for it,
designate deputies, and try to persuade people not to be
superheroes, it is not sustainable for the long term
–– Ensure feedback and continuous improvement mechanisms
are in place. You may find yourself working through similar
issues on a repeated basis, as the crisis unfolds
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Short term

–– Work through future scenarios and
make sure we can anticipate the
implications

–– Discipline is needed to operate a “gold” and “silver” crisis
management model – keep the “gold” team focussed on
strategic and longer term issues – empower “silver” to
manage day-to-day, and trust people

–– Review key risks, modelling impact on near term working capital and
liquidity, and prioritise contingency planning

–– Identify key customers and products,
and likely changes to demand
–– Determine the minimum viable
business model, its structure and
financial viability
–– Identify our resourcing approach, and
how we flex staff from non-core to
critical business functions
–– Consider which parts of the business
need to be temporarily closed for
the business to survive and whether
there are any work arounds
–– Consider how to communicate
decisions and underlying reasons to
shareholders, financiers, regulators
and staff
–– Minimise reputational damage and
financial losses

–– Focus on what the core of your business really is that you
need to protect – and be ready to flex resources, financial
and human, to protect it
–– Getting consistent communications out matters – internal
and external. People need a trusted and definitive source of
advice in these times of uncertainty
–– Make sure everyone is working from a single version of the
truth. It is easy to lose track of the actions being taken, and
the decisions that are being made in a fast-changing crisis
–– Beware of suppliers failing as liquidity pressures mount
and movement restrictions bite. You may find yourself
dependent on suppliers you don’t expect
–– Expect that you will burn people out, watch for it,
designate deputies, and try to persuade people not to be
superheroes, it is not sustainable for the long term
–– Ensure feedback and continuous improvement mechanisms
are in place. You may find yourself working through similar
issues on a repeated basis, as the crisis unfolds

–– Create a governance structure to allow senior executives and the board to
maintain a strategic and cross-functional approach to crisis management and
for an extended time. Consider how you would handle a second concurrent
incident such as a cyber-attack during the pandemic period. Agree how crisis
management teams will communicate across the organisation
–– Identify your minimum viable business model, determining core processes,
vulnerable customer groups, product and supplier
–– Determine who are your key staff, who are their deputies and how they
are supported

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Create communications protocols to communicate with customers,
suppliers, media, employees, and regulators
–– Determine the spokesperson and key decision maker for the organisation’s
response during the crisis
–– Build channels for your employees and customers to raise concerns and use
social media as a communications channel
–– Establish an interim control set across critical business functions starting
with people, crisis and incident management protocols, expand into
cyber risks, and then focus on establishing the same for extenuating
circumstances across finance, supply chain, IT and other operational areas

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

Contacts

–– Agree which sources of external information provide insight during the crisis
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Medium term

–– Work through future scenarios and
make sure we can anticipate the
implications

–– Discipline is needed to operate a “gold” and “silver” crisis
management model – keep the “gold” team focussed on
strategic and longer term issues – empower “silver” to
manage day-to-day, and trust people

–– Keep communicating information, decisions and actions to the key
stakeholders and agree what communications and updates will be provided
to regulatory bodies

–– Identify key customers and products,
and likely changes to demand
–– Determine the minimum viable
business model, its structure and
financial viability
–– Identify our resourcing approach, and
how we flex staff from non-core to
critical business functions
–– Consider which parts of the business
need to be temporarily closed for
the business to survive and whether
there are any work arounds
–– Consider how to communicate
decisions and underlying reasons to
shareholders, financiers, regulators
and staff
–– Minimise reputational damage and
financial losses

–– Focus on what the core of your business really is that you
need to protect – and be ready to flex resources, financial
and human, to protect it
–– Getting consistent communications out matters – internal
and external. People need a trusted and definitive source of
advice in these times of uncertainty
–– Make sure everyone is working from a single version of the
truth. It is easy to lose track of the actions being taken, and
the decisions that are being made in a fast-changing crisis
–– Beware of suppliers failing as liquidity pressures mount
and movement restrictions bite. You may find yourself
dependent on suppliers you don’t expect

–– Create situational reports of what has happened, what is happening and
what might happen

Medium
term

–– Consider customer attraction and retention strategies.
–– Develop rosters for core members of the crisis management team to
handover to deputies
–– Analyse how suppliers and third-party providers such as call centre
providers, cloud providers, and facilities managers are delivering their
service and whether alternate suppliers need to be found

Long
term

–– Log key decisions and actions, monitor status of information sent to key
stakeholders and their responses
–– Continually review status of employee’s morale
–– Monitor social media messaging by internal and external stakeholders

–– Expect that you will burn people out, watch for it,
designate deputies, and try to persuade people not to be
superheroes, it is not sustainable for the long term
–– Ensure feedback and continuous improvement mechanisms
are in place. You may find yourself working through similar
issues on a repeated basis, as the crisis unfolds
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Long term

–– Work through future scenarios and
make sure we can anticipate the
implications

–– Discipline is needed to operate a “gold” and “silver” crisis
management model – keep the “gold” team focussed on
strategic and longer term issues – empower “silver” to
manage day-to-day, and trust people

–– Don’t assume the crisis is over

–– Identify key customers and products,
and likely changes to demand
–– Determine the minimum viable
business model, its structure and
financial viability
–– Identify our resourcing approach, and
how we flex staff from non-core to
critical business functions
–– Consider which parts of the business
need to be temporarily closed for
the business to survive and whether
there are any work arounds
–– Consider how to communicate
decisions and underlying reasons to
shareholders, financiers, regulators
and staff
–– Minimise reputational damage and
financial losses

–– Focus on what the core of your business really is that you
need to protect – and be ready to flex resources, financial
and human, to protect it
–– Getting consistent communications out matters – internal
and external. People need a trusted and definitive source of
advice in these times of uncertainty
–– Make sure everyone is working from a single version of the
truth. It is easy to lose track of the actions being taken, and
the decisions that are being made in a fast-changing crisis
–– Beware of suppliers failing as liquidity pressures mount
and movement restrictions bite. You may find yourself
dependent on suppliers you don’t expect
–– Expect that you will burn people out, watch for it,
designate deputies, and try to persuade people not to be
superheroes, it is not sustainable for the long term

Cyber and
fraud risk
Short
Term
term

–– Continue developing multi-disciplinary approach as crisis evolves and ensure
lessons learned/feedback lops are in place to further enhance your crisis
management framework
–– Consider impact of team members being pulled into tactical issues
as time goes on

Medium
term

–– Assess how to maintain staff morale and energy levels throughout
the ongoing crisis
–– Continue to engage the regulators and the legal team on regulatory
reporting requirements

Long
term

–– Consider the design and implementation of an enterprise-wide
resilience framework, leveraging leading practices from peer
organisations and other sectors
–– Manage the transition from crisis to normal business
–– Recognise and embed the best practices you have developed
during the crisis

–– Ensure feedback and continuous improvement mechanisms
are in place. You may find yourself working through similar
issues on a repeated basis, as the crisis unfolds
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Work through future scenarios and
make sure we can anticipate the
implications

–– Discipline is needed to operate a “gold” and “silver” crisis
management model – keep the “gold” team focussed on
strategic and longer term issues – empower “silver” to
manage day-to-day, and trust people

–– Coaching organisations in crisis management practices

–– Identify key customers and products,
and likely changes to demand
–– Determine the minimum viable
business model, its structure and
financial viability
–– Identify our resourcing approach, and
how we flex staff from non-core to
critical business functions
–– Consider which parts of the business
need to be temporarily closed for
the business to survive and whether
there are any work arounds
–– Consider how to communicate
decisions and underlying reasons to
shareholders, financiers, regulators
and staff
–– Minimise reputational damage and
financial losses

–– Focus on what the core of your business really is that you
need to protect – and be ready to flex resources, financial
and human, to protect it
–– Getting consistent communications out matters – internal
and external. People need a trusted and definitive source of
advice in these times of uncertainty

Cyber and
fraud risk
Short
Term
term

–– Augmenting crisis management teams to provide extra capacity and
specialist skills
–– Providing crisis management tools including methodologies, toolkits
and checklists

Medium
term

–– Bringing communities together to share good practice and provide
mutual support

–– Make sure everyone is working from a single version of the
truth. It is easy to lose track of the actions being taken, and
the decisions that are being made in a fast-changing crisis
–– Beware of suppliers failing as liquidity pressures mount
and movement restrictions bite. You may find yourself
dependent on suppliers you don’t expect
–– Expect that you will burn people out, watch for it,
designate deputies, and try to persuade people not to be
superheroes, it is not sustainable for the long term
–– Ensure feedback and continuous improvement mechanisms
are in place. You may find yourself working through similar
issues on a repeated basis, as the crisis unfolds
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Short
Term
term

–– Compassion: First and foremost, organisations need to consider
the impact of COVID-19 on individuals and families. The stress
of working from home, cut off from fellow team members, can
compromise physical and mental wellbeing

–– Where appropriate, upskilling
and redeploying teams to
accommodate variable demand
and shifts into new and critical
products and services

Medium
term

–– Capability and Capacity: It’s difficult to meet the operational
needs of the business and deliver adequate bandwidth and
remote-working capabilities when staff absences and availability
are unpredictable and demand is shifting, resulting in a need
to rebalance teams. Organisations need an effective workforce
management capability to optimise resourcing options including
flexible working, contingent and managed service provision
–– Cost: Many of the changes we are making to the way work
is done now will be long lasting and, therefore, need to be
considered strategically as an investment (rather than a kneejerk reaction)
–– Connectivity: Individuals need to feel connected, engaged
and motivated in order to continue working effectively, and
this requires digital tools and applications that people know
how to use
–– Compliance: Commercial and pragmatic business responses
to this crisis situation need to be balanced against the need to
ensure all decision making in relation to people is compliant with
tax and legal obligations and that directors are aware of their
directors’ duties

–– Initially splitting the workforce
and assigning duplicate
roles so that teams operate
on alternative days or at
different sites, and moving
now to closing physical sites
and working from home or
considering alternatives where
working from home is not
an option
–– Encouraging increasingly
flexible working and helping
individual employees
depending on circumstances,
e.g. extending access to
private healthcare and reduced
working hours for employees
with children at home
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Short term

–– Compassion: First and foremost, organisations need to consider
the impact of COVID-19 on individuals and families. The stress
of working from home, cut off from fellow team members, can
compromise physical and mental wellbeing

–– Where appropriate, upskilling
and redeploying teams to
accommodate variable demand
and shifts into new and critical
products and services

–– Check in with each individual employee on their personal circumstances
through team leaders and managers

–– Capability and Capacity: It’s difficult to meet the operational
needs of the business and deliver adequate bandwidth and
remote-working capabilities when staff absences and availability
are unpredictable and demand is shifting, resulting in a need
to rebalance teams. Organisations need an effective workforce
management capability to optimise resourcing options including
flexible working, contingent and managed service provision
–– Cost: Many of the changes we are making to the way work
is done now will be long lasting and, therefore, need to be
considered strategically as an investment (rather than a kneejerk reaction)
–– Connectivity: Individuals need to feel connected, engaged
and motivated in order to continue working effectively, and
this requires digital tools and applications that people know
how to use
–– Compliance: Commercial and pragmatic business responses
to this crisis situation need to be balanced against the need to
ensure all decision making in relation to people is compliant with
tax and legal obligations and that directors are aware of their
directors’ duties

–– Initially splitting the workforce
and assigning duplicate
roles so that teams operate
on alternative days or at
different sites, and moving
now to closing physical sites
and working from home or
considering alternatives where
working from home is not
an option
–– Encouraging increasingly
flexible working and helping
individual employees
depending on circumstances,
e.g. extending access to
private healthcare and reduced
working hours for employees
with children at home

–– Deliver leadership broadcast communications using webcasts and other
video sharing and interaction channels
–– Proactively drive lines of communications with people via email, intranet,
chat rooms, etc. to provide reassurance and manage expectations

Medium
term

–– Identify business-critical roles and ensure coverage planned
–– Address immediate network and technology issues affecting individuals’
ability to work

Long
term

–– Provide access to HR specialists to answer personal questions
–– Review HR and people policies in response to changing regulation
and government guidelines
–– Appoint a COVID-19 committee to support the board in responses and
decision making
–– Avoid any short-term ‘knee-jerk’ decisions in relation to resourcing and
costs without thinking through the impact on employee well-being and
longer-term protection of jobs
–– Continue to promote a values based culture, by leaning on company
core values in all communications and decisions that impact staff and
stakeholders
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Medium term

–– Compassion: First and foremost, organisations need to consider
the impact of COVID-19 on individuals and families. The stress
of working from home, cut off from fellow team members, can
compromise physical and mental wellbeing

–– Where appropriate, upskilling
and redeploying teams to
accommodate variable demand
and shifts into new and critical
products and services

–– Continue to check in with individuals and provide HR specialist support

–– Capability and Capacity: It’s difficult to meet the operational
needs of the business and deliver adequate bandwidth and
remote-working capabilities when staff absences and availability
are unpredictable and demand is shifting, resulting in a need
to rebalance teams. Organisations need an effective workforce
management capability to optimise resourcing options including
flexible working, contingent and managed service provision
–– Cost: Many of the changes we are making to the way work
is done now will be long lasting and, therefore, need to be
considered strategically as an investment (rather than a kneejerk reaction)
–– Connectivity: Individuals need to feel connected, engaged
and motivated in order to continue working effectively, and
this requires digital tools and applications that people know
how to use
–– Compliance: Commercial and pragmatic business responses
to this crisis situation need to be balanced against the need to
ensure all decision making in relation to people is compliant with
tax and legal obligations and that directors are aware of their
directors’ duties

–– Initially splitting the workforce
and assigning duplicate
roles so that teams operate
on alternative days or at
different sites, and moving
now to closing physical sites
and working from home or
considering alternatives where
working from home is not
an option
–– Encouraging increasingly
flexible working and helping
individual employees
depending on circumstances,
e.g. extending access to
private healthcare and reduced
working hours for employees
with children at home

–– Implement a communication plan providing a regular rhythm of
communications with established Q&As and help sites for all employees
–– Implement team focused tools and techniques to improve
communication and collaboration
–– Understand where demand has increased or fallen and adjust
workload across the workforce where possible or consider alternative
options for change
–– Monitor levels of sickness to pre-empt geographical trends and peaks
–– Engage with sources of resource augmentation – contingent workers,
SMEs and managed services to understand what can be delivered and
associated cost models
–– Consider ongoing impact of employee experience or customer
experience
–– Consider and manage operational and reputational risk, tax and legal
implications of the people challenges raised by COVID-19 including
home working and flexing resourcing
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Long term

–– Compassion: First and foremost, organisations need to consider
the impact of COVID-19 on individuals and families. The stress
of working from home, cut off from fellow team members, can
compromise physical and mental wellbeing

–– Where appropriate, upskilling
and redeploying teams to
accommodate variable demand
and shifts into new and critical
products and services

–– Follow the global trend from role-based to skills-based organisational
design

–– Initially splitting the workforce
and assigning duplicate
roles so that teams operate
on alternative days or at
different sites, and moving
now to closing physical sites
and working from home or
considering alternatives where
working from home is not
an option

–– Revisit employee experience design based on new normal of
employment and work

–– Capability and Capacity: It’s difficult to meet the operational
needs of the business and deliver adequate bandwidth and
remote-working capabilities when staff absences and availability
are unpredictable and demand is shifting, resulting in a need
to rebalance teams. Organisations need an effective workforce
management capability to optimise resourcing options including
flexible working, contingent and managed service provision
–– Cost: Many of the changes we are making to the way work
is done now will be long lasting and, therefore, need to be
considered strategically as an investment (rather than a kneejerk reaction)
–– Connectivity: Individuals need to feel connected, engaged
and motivated in order to continue working effectively, and
this requires digital tools and applications that people know
how to use
–– Compliance: Commercial and pragmatic business responses
to this crisis situation need to be balanced against the need to
ensure all decision making in relation to people is compliant with
tax and legal obligations and that directors are aware of their
directors’ duties

–– Build internal workforce management capability
–– Invest in homeworking technologies and connectivity

–– Encouraging increasingly
flexible working and helping
individual employees
depending on circumstances,
e.g. extending access to
private healthcare and reduced
working hours for employees
with children at home
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Compassion: First and foremost, organisations need to consider
the impact of COVID-19 on individuals and families. The stress
of working from home, cut off from fellow team members, can
compromise physical and mental wellbeing

–– Where appropriate, upskilling
and redeploying teams to
accommodate variable demand
and shifts into new and critical
products and services

–– Understanding and interpreting the implications of rapidly evolving
government legislation and communications for business and individuals

–– Initially splitting the workforce
and assigning duplicate
roles so that teams operate
on alternative days or at
different sites, and moving
now to closing physical sites
and working from home or
considering alternatives where
working from home is not
an option

–– Supporting organisations with peak resource augmentation / managed
service provision

–– Capability and Capacity: It’s difficult to meet the operational
needs of the business and deliver adequate bandwidth and
remote-working capabilities when staff absences and availability
are unpredictable and demand is shifting, resulting in a need
to rebalance teams. Organisations need an effective workforce
management capability to optimise resourcing options including
flexible working, contingent and managed service provision
–– Cost: Many of the changes we are making to the way work
is done now will be long lasting and, therefore, need to be
considered strategically as an investment (rather than a kneejerk reaction)
–– Connectivity: Individuals need to feel connected, engaged
and motivated in order to continue working effectively, and
this requires digital tools and applications that people know
how to use
–– Compliance: Commercial and pragmatic business responses
to this crisis situation need to be balanced against the need to
ensure all decision making in relation to people is compliant with
tax and legal obligations and that directors are aware of their
directors’ duties

–– Helping leadership and internal communications teams to plan and
deliver engaging and supportive communications messages and
channels/ tools

–– How to upskill employees rapidly to flex with demand
–– Support in the development of workforce management capabilities
–– Employer, Director and employee tax, legal and compliance advice

–– Encouraging increasingly
flexible working and helping
individual employees
depending on circumstances,
e.g. extending access to
private healthcare and reduced
working hours for employees
with children at home
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–– Lost revenue and poor customer service due to
failure of supply

–– Supplier risk assessments

–– Limited understanding of who supplies the raw
material or sub-assembly components
–– Limited time and resource to develop contingency
supply options, including cost, timings and
manufacturing facilities
–– Limited understanding of how much working capital
stock may be tied up in logistics routes, impacting
operations and liquidity
–– Managing high risk contracts with suppliers/
service providers
–– Limited understanding of inventory cover
–– Operations staff are stretched with the reduced
workforce; back office and fulfilment teams may be
deprioritised with subsequent backlogs

Technology
and data

–– Undertaking end-to-end supply chain and
supplier mapping projects
–– A shift towards supplier partnerships

Premises and
property

Cyber and
fraud risk
Short
Term
term

Medium
term

–– Increased scenario modelling
–– Continuous conversations with
service providers and suppliers to
ensure continuity of supply
–– Many clients are dependent on suppliers
they didn’t expect, often those providing
niche services
–– Need to review their supplier risk
assessments and don’t assume they
are the same as their pre COVID-19
assessments
–– Check for managed service providers
who are encountering security and
capacity issues, as well as the impact
of global travel restrictions on managed
service providers (including call centre
operations)
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Short term

–– Lost revenue and poor customer service due
to failure of supply

–– Supplier risk assessments

–– Establish a team to focus on supply chain assessment and risk management

–– Undertaking end-to-end supply chain and
supplier mapping projects

–– Communicate with critical suppliers and understand their plans to fulfil and
prioritise

–– A shift towards supplier partnerships

–– Mobilise additional people as quickly as possible using capacity planning
techniques

–– Limited understanding of who supplies the
raw material or sub-assembly components
–– Limited time and resource to develop
contingency supply options, including cost,
timings and manufacturing facilities
–– Limited understanding of how much working
capital stock may be tied up in logistics
routes, impacting operations and liquidity
–– Managing high risk contracts with suppliers/
service providers
–– Limited understanding of inventory cover
–– Operations staff are stretched with the
reduced workforce; back office and fulfilment
teams may be deprioritised with subsequent
backlogs

–– Increased scenario modelling
–– Continuous conversations with
service providers and suppliers to
ensure continuity of supply
–– Many clients are dependent on suppliers
they didn’t expect, often those providing
niche services
–– Need to review their supplier risk
assessments and don’t assume they
are the same as their pre COVID-19
assessments
–– Check for managed service providers
who are encountering security and
capacity issues, as well as the impact
of global travel restrictions on managed
service providers (including call centre
operations)

Medium
term

–– Identify components and raw materials that have the highest impact on revenue
stream and allocate scarce capacity wisely
–– Prioritise your demand

Long
term

–– Communicate and collaborate with sector providers and local businesses
–– Reconfigure global and regional supply chain flows
–– Map criticality of sourced materials to high-value products and revenue streams
–– Understand contracts with critical suppliers – liability (such as with supply
shortage), contingency, operational continuity clauses, duty cost and other taxation
liabilities
–– Aggressively evaluate near-shore options to shorten supply chains
–– Take proactive action to address anticipated shortages

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

–– Determine business exposure by identifying current and buffer inventory
–– Review taxation impacts on changes to supply chain such as customs duty and
VAT / GST

Contacts

–– Focus and prioritise all available people to front line operations
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Medium term

–– Lost revenue and poor customer service due to
failure of supply

–– Supplier risk assessments

–– Work with critical suppliers to contractually agree necessary buffer
stock, so as to reduce sudden price increases in the face of an event

–– Limited understanding of who supplies the raw
material or sub-assembly components
–– Limited time and resource to develop contingency
supply options, including cost, timings and
manufacturing facilities
–– Limited understanding of how much working capital
stock may be tied up in logistics routes, impacting
operations and liquidity
–– Managing high risk contracts with suppliers/
service providers
–– Limited understanding of inventory cover
–– Operations staff are stretched with the reduced
workforce; back office and fulfilment teams may be
deprioritised with subsequent backlogs

–– Undertaking end-to-end supply chain and
supplier mapping projects
–– A shift towards supplier partnerships
–– Increased scenario modelling
–– Continuous conversations with
service providers and suppliers to
ensure continuity of supply

–– Assess risk factors that may escalate costs and impact service and
inventory capabilities
–– Establish integrated business plans to ensure synchronisation across all
business functions
–– Build a foundation of trust and transparency that leads to more
collaborative relationships with critical suppliers

–– Many clients are dependent on suppliers
they didn’t expect, often those providing
niche services

–– Revise cash flow, working capital management and inventory forecasts
alongside supply and demand predictions

–– Need to review their supplier risk
assessments and don’t assume they
are the same as their pre COVID-19
assessments

–– Review alternative suppliers assessing their distribution, capacity
and taxation

–– Check for managed service providers
who are encountering security and
capacity issues, as well as the impact
of global travel restrictions on managed
service providers (including call centre
operations)

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Continue to capacity plan operations and flex additional resources

–– Consider implementing duty free chain within the supply chain by
operating customs warehouses to store buffer
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Long term

–– Lost revenue and poor customer service due to
failure of supply

–– Supplier risk assessments

–– Establish real-time supplier data to help manage performance and
issue resolution

–– Limited understanding of who supplies the raw
material or sub-assembly components
–– Limited time and resource to develop contingency
supply options, including cost, timings and
manufacturing facilities
–– Limited understanding of how much working capital
stock may be tied up in logistics routes, impacting
operations and liquidity
–– Managing high risk contracts with suppliers/
service providers
–– Limited understanding of inventory cover
–– Operations staff are stretched with the reduced
workforce; back office and fulfilment teams may be
deprioritised with subsequent backlogs

–– Undertaking end-to-end supply chain and
supplier mapping projects
–– A shift towards supplier partnerships
–– Increased scenario modelling
–– Continuous conversations with
service providers and suppliers to
ensure continuity of supply

–– Restructure supply chains to be more robust, including
substituting suppliers
–– Move towards flexible contracts and bring manufacturing closer to the
point-of-purchase

Medium
term

–– Create as much value as close to the customer as possible
–– Implement robust sales and operational planning

–– Many clients are dependent on suppliers
they didn’t expect, often those providing
niche services

–– Advance your ability to model and predict consumer behaviour,
especially in times of uncertainty and disruption

–– Need to review their supplier risk
assessments and don’t assume they
are the same as their pre COVID-19
assessments

–– Identify activities to be transitioned from external operations
back in house

Long
term

–– Assess long-term need for additional operational capacity

–– Check for managed service providers
who are encountering security and
capacity issues, as well as the impact
of global travel restrictions on managed
service providers (including call centre
operations)
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Lost revenue and poor customer service due to
failure of supply

–– Supplier risk assessments

–– Supplier risk assessment, including exchange-to-exchange supply chain
mapping

–– Limited understanding of who supplies the raw
material or sub-assembly components
–– Limited time and resource to develop contingency
supply options, including cost, timings and
manufacturing facilities
–– Limited understanding of how much working capital
stock may be tied up in logistics routes, impacting
operations and liquidity
–– Managing high risk contracts with suppliers/
service providers
–– Limited understanding of inventory cover
–– Operations staff are stretched with the reduced
workforce; back office and fulfilment teams may be
deprioritised with subsequent backlogs

–– Undertaking end-to-end supply chain and
supplier mapping projects

–– Support with supply chain reconfiguration

–– A shift towards supplier partnerships

–– Contract and legal analysis, development, drafting and negotiation

–– Increased scenario modelling

–– Supply chain risk assessments

–– Continuous conversations with
service providers and suppliers to
ensure continuity of supply

–– Developing contingency supply options, including costs, timings, supply
routes and manufacturing facilities

–– Many clients are dependent on suppliers
they didn’t expect, often those providing
niche services
–– Need to review their supplier risk
assessments and don’t assume they
are the same as their pre COVID-19
assessments

–– Scenario planning and modelling, with working capital and inventory
analysis

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Mobilising managed service operations to augment client teams
–– Advising clients on taxation position and deferral payment opportunities
from any changes in suppliers, inventory storage and locations
considering customs duty and import VAT / GST

–– Check for managed service providers
who are encountering security and
capacity issues, as well as the impact
of global travel restrictions on managed
service providers (including call centre
operations)
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Short
Term
term

–– Do collaboration tools and remote working solutions
have enough capacity to cope with exponential
demand driven by remote working?

–– Ensuring frontline IT support staff
are equipped to provide remote
troubleshooting expertise, maintain
core services and increase technology
resiliency

Medium
term

–– Can delivery teams adapt to this new operating model
and adapt to dynamic changes in delivery priorities?
–– Can businesses operate effectively and maintain
continuity of operations, recover from large-scale
technology failure, meet tactical business needs,
and operate from alternative locations whilst still
effectively governing their operations with reduced
staff and remote working?
–– What is the impact to companies as rapid changes are
made with short term tactical solutions and as longer
-term technology strategy initiatives are stalled?
–– Validation of key suppliers’ and partners’ continuity
planning and evaluation of changes to service
agreements and the resulting risk to your business
–– Can you use your data to rapidly drive insights and
react quickly to the current rapid changes whilst
ensuring that this data remains secure and protected?

–– Reprioritising IT resources, to support
frontline IT services – to increase
organisational resilience and maintain
core IT services
–– Mobilising hardware and workplace
supply chains and support vendors to
ensure remote workers have the tools
and support they need for remote
working and can manage peak volumes
–– Refocus discretionary activity such
as projects, to focus resources and
investment on supporting the wider
business response

Long
term

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

Contacts

–– Need to understand planned/scheduled maintenance
activities and whether these should continue
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Short term

–– Do collaboration tools and remote working solutions
have enough capacity to cope with exponential
demand driven by remote working?

–– Ensuring frontline IT support staff
are equipped to provide remote
troubleshooting expertise, maintain
core services and increase technology
resiliency

–– Enable remote working and equip data centre, help desk and system
managers with the capacity to meet revised business needs

–– Can delivery teams adapt to this new operating model
and adapt to dynamic changes in delivery priorities?
–– Can businesses operate effectively and maintain
continuity of operations, recover from large-scale
technology failure, meet tactical business needs,
and operate from alternative locations whilst still
effectively governing their operations with reduced
staff and remote working?
–– What is the impact to companies as rapid changes are
made with short term tactical solutions and as longer
-term technology strategy initiatives are stalled?
–– Validation of key suppliers’ and partners’ continuity
planning and evaluation of changes to service
agreements and the resulting risk to your business
–– Can you use your data to rapidly drive insights and
react quickly to the current rapid changes whilst
ensuring that this data remains secure and protected?
–– Need to understand planned/scheduled maintenance
activities and whether these should continue

–– Reprioritising IT resources, to support
frontline IT services – to increase
organisational resilience and maintain
core IT services
–– Mobilising hardware and workplace
supply chains and support vendors to
ensure remote workers have the tools
and support they need for remote
working and can manage peak volumes
–– Refocus discretionary activity such
as projects, to focus resources and
investment on supporting the wider
business response

–– Review IT governance, risk and control in light of dynamic circumstances
and ensure controls work effectively and weaknesses are identified
–– Agree IT priorities with the business for rapid adjustment and flexibility

Medium
term

–– Review and communicate implications for data security
–– Check how suppliers plan to maintain priority service
–– Review backlog of planned changes and reprioritise for resilience,
capacity and performance improvements and limit non-critical changes
to the IT estate

Long
term

–– Extend self-service capabilities particularly in password resets, multifactor authentication management, and application provisioning
–– Implement enterprise social collaboration platforms to drive employee
engagement
–– Prioritise operational support and contact centre capacity management.
–– Test data centre recovery processes, ensure uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) systems and generators are serviced, tested and ready for
use
–– Review cloud arrangements and other critical third parties together with
legal contracts, capacity, scalability and financial viability
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–– Do collaboration tools and remote working solutions
have enough capacity to cope with exponential
demand driven by remote working?

–– Ensuring frontline IT support staff
are equipped to provide remote
troubleshooting expertise, maintain
core services and increase technology
resiliency

–– Can delivery teams adapt to this new operating model
and adapt to dynamic changes in delivery priorities?
–– Can businesses operate effectively and maintain
continuity of operations, recover from large-scale
technology failure, meet tactical business needs,
and operate from alternative locations whilst still
effectively governing their operations with reduced
staff and remote working?
–– What is the impact to companies as rapid changes are
made with short term tactical solutions and as longer
-term technology strategy initiatives are stalled?
–– Validation of key suppliers’ and partners’ continuity
planning and evaluation of changes to service
agreements and the resulting risk to your business
–– Can you use your data to rapidly drive insights and
react quickly to the current rapid changes whilst
ensuring that this data remains secure and protected?

–– Reprioritising IT resources, to support
frontline IT services – to increase
organisational resilience and maintain
core IT services
–– Mobilising hardware and workplace
supply chains and support vendors to
ensure remote workers have the tools
and support they need for remote
working and can manage peak volumes
–– Refocus discretionary activity such
as projects, to focus resources and
investment on supporting the wider
business response

Premises and
property

Cyber and
fraud risk

Medium term

Medium
–term
– Optimise data centres and cloud platforms to enhance performance and
scalability and maximise investment
–– Keep security threats under review to remediate risks
–– Stress test your risk management protocols
Long
–– Monitor additional load on your system and adjust storage requirements
term
–– Evaluate which customer experiences are most critical on an ongoing
basis and prioritise your IT response
–– Evaluate use of robotic process automation techniques

Short
Term
term

Medium
term

Long
term

–How
– Review
canand adjust spare inventory at data centre to ensure parts
are available
KPMG
is

help?
–helping?
– Develop close collaboration with vendors
–– Enforce agile ways of working to deliver services faster to customers
–– Review IT investment value to ensure business outcomes for resilience
and risk mitigation
Contacts
–– Enhance intelligent automated technologies to drive insights for large
data sets
–– Continue to focus on third party dependency monitoring and assurance

How KPMG
member
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–– Need to understand planned/scheduled maintenance
activities and whether these should continue
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Long term

–– Do collaboration tools and remote working solutions
have enough capacity to cope with exponential
demand driven by remote working?

–– Ensuring frontline IT support staff
are equipped to provide remote
troubleshooting expertise, maintain
core services and increase technology
resiliency

–– Apply lessons learned during the pandemic to adjust the IT operating
model as business returns to a new normal

–– Can delivery teams adapt to this new operating model
and adapt to dynamic changes in delivery priorities?
–– Can businesses operate effectively and maintain
continuity of operations, recover from large-scale
technology failure, meet tactical business needs,
and operate from alternative locations whilst still
effectively governing their operations with reduced
staff and remote working?
–– What is the impact to companies as rapid changes are
made with short term tactical solutions and as longer
-term technology strategy initiatives are stalled?
–– Validation of key suppliers’ and partners’ continuity
planning and evaluation of changes to service
agreements and the resulting risk to your business
–– Can you use your data to rapidly drive insights and
react quickly to the current rapid changes whilst
ensuring that this data remains secure and protected?

–– Reprioritising IT resources, to support
frontline IT services – to increase
organisational resilience and maintain
core IT services
–– Mobilising hardware and workplace
supply chains and support vendors to
ensure remote workers have the tools
and support they need for remote
working and can manage peak volumes
–– Refocus discretionary activity such
as projects, to focus resources and
investment on supporting the wider
business response

–– Review IT risks and control frameworks
–– Review and reprioritise strategic technology investments and
accelerate programmes that support ongoing resilience and emergent
growth priorities
–– Review cost optimisation plans to focus technology solutions on
emerging business priorities

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Document changes to infrastructure, security and applications.
–– Embed disaster recovery playbooks and scenario planning
improvements
–– Review and re-prioritise strategic technology investments and accelerate
change programmes which actively support resilience
–– Embed data-driven culture to adapt and provide insights into changing
customer needs
–– Review sourcing strategy and service performance of third parties and
adjust for the emerging business priorities

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

Contacts

–– Need to understand planned/scheduled maintenance
activities and whether these should continue
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Do collaboration tools and remote working solutions
have enough capacity to cope with exponential
demand driven by remote working?

–– Ensuring frontline IT support
staff are equipped to provide
remote troubleshooting expertise,
maintain core services and
increase technology resiliency

–– Advising on rapid deployment of increased capacity and improved working practices
in remote working solutions

–– Reprioritising IT resources, to
support frontline IT services – to
increase organisational resilience
and maintain core IT services

–– Working with our own Cloud alliance partners to support the rapid deployment of
solutions and data analysis capabilities to help spin up and support our clients quickly

–– Can delivery teams adapt to this new operating
model and adapt to dynamic changes in delivery
priorities?
–– Can businesses operate effectively and maintain
continuity of operations, recover from large-scale
technology failure, meet tactical business needs,
and operate from alternative locations whilst still
effectively governing their operations with reduced
staff and remote working?
–– What is the impact to companies as rapid changes
are made with short term tactical solutions and
as longer -term technology strategy initiatives are
stalled?
–– Validation of key suppliers’ and partners’ continuity
planning and evaluation of changes to service
agreements and the resulting risk to your business
–– Can you use your data to rapidly drive insights
and react quickly to the current rapid changes
whilst ensuring that this data remains secure and
protected?
–– Need to understand planned/scheduled maintenance
activities and whether these should continue

–– Mobilising hardware and
workplace supply chains and
support vendors to ensure
remote workers have the tools
and support they need for remote
working and can manage peak
volumes
–– Refocus discretionary activity
such as projects, to focus
resources and investment on
supporting the wider business
response

Short
Term
term

–– Helping to identify requirements for new and different IT controls
–– Supporting organisations with Cloud transformation to improve agility and automation

–– Modelling and costing anticipated changes in technology requirements to focus
resources and investment on critical resilience, service improvement and digital
channels
–– Providing third party risk management support for reviewing key IT service providers

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Automating and improving workflow of incident, change and service catalogue
processes
–– Assessing architectural, security and IT process resilience
–– Providing Non-Functional Testing services to enable performance and secure systems
–– Using data to provide analytics/insights such as financial provision modelling,
business and retail customer vulnerability predictions, operational effectiveness such
as customer contact centre or IT helpdesk resource forecasting
–– Analysing performance and capacity issues on the network including bottlenecks and
upgrade requirements

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

Contacts

–– Using workplace analytics to understand the change in user behaviour and
productivity and highlight resilience and performance focus areas
–– Providing secure data rooms for clients to share information and work together
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–– Safeguarding buildings during periods of
low occupancy or sustained lockdown

–– Review the service catalogue and identify
those services which are critical to
resilience, across building types

–– Securing sites and valuable assets against
opportunistic crime
–– How to clean and deep clean occupied
properties in response to the COVID-19
pandemic

–– Ensuring the capabilities of landlords,
internal teams and service providers
to monitor and safeguard building
infrastructure and facilities

–– Supporting ongoing operations with
a skeleton staff and providing a safe
environment for on-site workers

–– Assessing and assuring the ability of
facilities management providers to continue
service provision during the current period

–– Meeting health and safety requirements
and protecting company assets

–– Considering increasing security presence
during the current lockdown period

–– With all attention focused on COVID-19,
other emergency responses and business
continuity protocols risk being neglected

–– Providing remote monitoring for building
management systems for closed sites

–– Maintaining uninterrupted and back-up
power supply

Technology
and data

–– Ensuring remote monitoring and
management capabilities for data centres
and technology facilities
–– Developing plans for “mothballing” and
“making safe” unused facilities
–– Review provision in 3rd party contracts to
scale back services and reduce costs
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Short term

–– Safeguarding buildings during periods of
low occupancy or sustained lockdown

–– Review the service catalogue and identify
those services which are critical to
resilience, across building types

–– Where sites are still occupied, put in place robust plans for regular deep cleaning
in all public areas

–– Securing sites and valuable assets against
opportunistic crime
–– How to clean and deep clean occupied
properties in response to the COVID-19
pandemic

–– Ensuring the capabilities of landlords,
internal teams and service providers
to monitor and safeguard building
infrastructure and facilities

–– Supporting ongoing operations with
a skeleton staff and providing a safe
environment for on-site workers

–– Assessing and assuring the ability of
facilities management providers to continue
service provision during the current period

–– Meeting health and safety requirements
and protecting company assets

–– Considering increasing security presence
during the current lockdown period

–– With all attention focused on COVID-19,
other emergency responses and business
continuity protocols risk being neglected

–– Providing remote monitoring for building
management systems for closed sites

–– Maintaining uninterrupted and back-up
power supply

–– Ensure sufficient supplies and equipment to maintain health and safety for all
staff and visitors to the building
–– Organise additional cover to maintain building security during periods of low
occupancy or lockdown, and consider whether planned maintenance should be
halted or delayed
–– Ensure that building management systems can be monitored remotely

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Test and assure remote monitoring and management capability for all
technology centres
–– Check your insurance cover to minimise disruption in the event of loss or damage
to an asset

–– Ensuring remote monitoring and
management capabilities for data centres
and technology facilities
–– Developing plans for “mothballing” and
“making safe” unused facilities
–– Review provision in 3rd party contracts to
scale back services and reduce costs
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Medium term

–– Safeguarding buildings during periods of
low occupancy or sustained lockdown

–– Review the service catalogue and identify
those services which are critical to
resilience, across building types

–– Focus on maintaining the condition of your assets and equipment during what
might well be extended downtime

–– Securing sites and valuable assets against
opportunistic crime
–– How to clean and deep clean occupied
properties in response to the COVID-19
pandemic

–– Ensuring the capabilities of landlords,
internal teams and service providers
to monitor and safeguard building
infrastructure and facilities

–– Supporting ongoing operations with
a skeleton staff and providing a safe
environment for on-site workers

–– Assessing and assuring the ability of
facilities management providers to continue
service provision during the current period

–– Meeting health and safety requirements
and protecting company assets

–– Considering increasing security presence
during the current lockdown period

–– With all attention focused on COVID-19,
other emergency responses and business
continuity protocols risk being neglected

–– Providing remote monitoring for building
management systems for closed sites

–– Maintaining uninterrupted and back-up
power supply

–– Maintain regular checks and testing of controls
–– Identify a back-up facilities manager to maintain your properties given the
economic uncertainty

–– Ensuring remote monitoring and
management capabilities for data centres
and technology facilities
–– Developing plans for “mothballing” and
“making safe” unused facilities
–– Review provision in 3rd party contracts to
scale back services and reduce costs
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Long term

–– Safeguarding buildings during periods of
low occupancy or sustained lockdown

–– Review the service catalogue and identify
those services which are critical to
resilience, across building types

–– Where assets are reaching or have reached the end of their asset life, plan for
replacement or renewal

–– Securing sites and valuable assets against
opportunistic crime
–– How to clean and deep clean occupied
properties in response to the COVID-19
pandemic

–– Ensuring the capabilities of landlords,
internal teams and service providers
to monitor and safeguard building
infrastructure and facilities

–– Supporting ongoing operations with
a skeleton staff and providing a safe
environment for on-site workers

–– Assessing and assuring the ability of
facilities management providers to continue
service provision during the current period

–– Meeting health and safety requirements
and protecting company assets

–– Considering increasing security presence
during the current lockdown period

–– With all attention focused on COVID-19,
other emergency responses and business
continuity protocols risk being neglected

–– Providing remote monitoring for building
management systems for closed sites

–– Maintaining uninterrupted and back-up
power supply

–– Ensuring remote monitoring and
management capabilities for data centres
and technology facilities
–– Developing plans for “mothballing” and
“making safe” unused facilities
–– Review provision in 3rd party contracts to
scale back services and reduce costs
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Safeguarding buildings during periods of
low occupancy or sustained lockdown

–– Review the service catalogue and identify
those services which are critical to
resilience, across building types

–– Project management and resource augmentation advice

–– Securing sites and valuable assets against
opportunistic crime
–– How to clean and deep clean occupied
properties in response to the COVID-19
pandemic

–– Ensuring the capabilities of landlords,
internal teams and service providers
to monitor and safeguard building
infrastructure and facilities

–– Supporting ongoing operations with
a skeleton staff and providing a safe
environment for on-site workers

–– Assessing and assuring the ability of
facilities management providers to continue
service provision during the current period

–– Meeting health and safety requirements
and protecting company assets

–– Considering increasing security presence
during the current lockdown period

–– With all attention focused on COVID-19,
other emergency responses and business
continuity protocols risk being neglected

–– Providing remote monitoring for building
management systems for closed sites

–– Maintaining uninterrupted and back-up
power supply

Cyber and
fraud risk
Short
Term
term

–– Business continuity planning
–– SME advice

–– Ensuring remote monitoring and
management capabilities for data centres
and technology facilities
–– Developing plans for “mothballing” and
“making safe” unused facilities
–– Review provision in 3rd party contracts to
scale back services and reduce costs
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–– Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on
cyber resilience

–– Organised crime has responded rapidly
to the crisis by orchestrating large scale
campaigns to defraud customers and
businesses

–– Dealing with COVID-19 themed cyber
threats. As more meetings and agreements
will be handled via phone and e-mail this
increases the risk of phishing attacks and
email frauds
–– Managing escalating costs of IT security
when budgets are constrained
–– The absence of key staff in departments
such as finance increases the risk that
standard controls cannot be maintained,
and widespread remote working may
reduce the effectiveness of authorisation
and existing fraud detection processes
–– Financial and operational pressure increases
the risk of accounting manipulation or
financial misstatement as businesses seek
to inflate or enhance their performance

Technology
and data

–– Organisations are rolling out new remote
working and cloud infrastructure at pace,
and being forced to implement new adhoc security models and approaches to
secure that infrastructure
–– Business can be willing to implement
greater controls on email security and web
browsing to deal with the growing fraud
threat if it can be done quickly and cheaply
–– CIOs and CISOs are worried about the
security and viability of managed service
providers as they come under pressure
–– Urgent need for training and advice to
employees on how to work securely
from home

–– As businesses quickly flex their operations
they may not have time to complete their
usual integrity checks and may be exposed
to supply chain fraud and misconduct
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Short term

–– Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on
cyber resilience

–– Organised crime has responded rapidly
to the crisis by orchestrating large scale
campaigns to defraud customers and
businesses

–– Focus on embedding pragmatic remote working security controls to deal with
COVID-19 themed threats, including education of employees

–– Dealing with COVID-19 themed cyber
threats. As more meetings and agreements
will be handled via phone and e-mail this
increases the risk of phishing attacks and
email frauds
–– Managing escalating costs of IT security
when budgets are constrained
–– The absence of key staff in departments
such as finance increases the risk that
standard controls cannot be maintained,
and widespread remote working may
reduce the effectiveness of authorisation
and existing fraud detection processes
–– Financial and operational pressure increases
the risk of accounting manipulation or
financial misstatement as businesses seek
to inflate or enhance their performance
–– As businesses quickly flex their operations
they may not have time to complete their
usual integrity checks and may be exposed
to supply chain fraud and misconduct

–– Organisations are rolling out new remote
working and cloud infrastructure at pace,
and being forced to implement new adhoc security models and approaches to
secure that infrastructure
–– Business can be willing to implement
greater controls on email security and web
browsing to deal with the growing fraud
threat if it can be done quickly and cheaply
–– CIOs and CISOs are worried about the
security and viability of managed service
providers as they come under pressure
–– Urgent need for training and advice to
employees on how to work securely
from home

–– Ensure you are prepared to deal with a ransomware incident if one occurs including
testing backup and recovery procedures
–– Act to secure Cloud and other ad-hoc collaboration environments, including driving
use of two factor authentication

Medium
term

–– Review your dependency on managed service providers and seek assurances on
security controls
–– Ensure security operations teams are able to work remotely
–– Undertake rapid due diligence on new suppliers where changes are made to the
supply chain
–– Run exception reports to identify irregular behaviours. For clients with realtime transaction requirements consider whether risks can be mitigated through
enhanced data analytics to enhance detection of new fraud risks
–– When the business operates remotely, maintain basic controls around segregation
of duties, sign-off on expenditure, etc.

Long
term

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

–– Reiterate and remind your staff and counterparties of company fraud protocols
including on phishing emails and whistleblowing procedures
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Medium term

–– Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on
cyber resilience

–– Organised crime has responded rapidly
to the crisis by orchestrating large scale
campaigns to defraud customers and
businesses

–– Rationalise ad hoc remote working solutions

–– Dealing with COVID-19 themed cyber
threats. As more meetings and agreements
will be handled via phone and e-mail this
increases the risk of phishing attacks and
email frauds
–– Managing escalating costs of IT security
when budgets are constrained
–– The absence of key staff in departments
such as finance increases the risk that
standard controls cannot be maintained,
and widespread remote working may
reduce the effectiveness of authorisation
and existing fraud detection processes
–– Financial and operational pressure increases
the risk of accounting manipulation or
financial misstatement as businesses seek
to inflate or enhance their performance

–– Organisations are rolling out new remote
working and cloud infrastructure at pace,
and being forced to implement new adhoc security models and approaches to
secure that infrastructure
–– Business can be willing to implement
greater controls on email security and web
browsing to deal with the growing fraud
threat if it can be done quickly and cheaply
–– CIOs and CISOs are worried about the
security and viability of managed service
providers as they come under pressure

Cyber and
fraud risk
Short
Term
term

–– Continue to monitor financials and run exception reports to identify irregular
behaviours, perform regular reconciliations
–– Run reports of amendments to standing data, particularly focusing on bank account
changes, payroll data changes, supplier/employee contact information

Medium
term

–– Review existing fraud risk management frameworks and identify gap
–– Manage the implications of IT supplier failures on business
–– Maintain crisis management and incident management activities

Long
term

–– Enhance and develop your business continuity management protocols
–– Test the robustness of your cyber resilience, including responses to phishing,
ransomware, etc
–– Optimise your security controls and reduce cost of ownership
–– Create and run online workshops in relation to fraud and cyber awareness

–– Urgent need for training and advice to
employees on how to work securely
from home

–– As businesses quickly flex their operations
they may not have time to complete their
usual integrity checks and may be exposed
to supply chain fraud and misconduct
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Long term

–– Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on
cyber resilience

–– Organised crime has responded rapidly
to the crisis by orchestrating large scale
campaigns to defraud customers and
businesses

–– Migrate to a security operating model that allows for greater use of automation

–– Dealing with COVID-19 themed cyber
threats. As more meetings and agreements
will be handled via phone and e-mail this
increases the risk of phishing attacks and
email frauds
–– Managing escalating costs of IT security
when budgets are constrained
–– The absence of key staff in departments
such as finance increases the risk that
standard controls cannot be maintained,
and widespread remote working may
reduce the effectiveness of authorisation
and existing fraud detection processes
–– Financial and operational pressure increases
the risk of accounting manipulation or
financial misstatement as businesses seek
to inflate or enhance their performance

–– Organisations are rolling out new remote
working and cloud infrastructure at pace,
and being forced to implement new adhoc security models and approaches to
secure that infrastructure
–– Business can be willing to implement
greater controls on email security and web
browsing to deal with the growing fraud
threat if it can be done quickly and cheaply

–– Bolster Cloud and cyber resilience
–– Consider cyber security as part of your post-pandemic acquisition and restructuring
strategy
–– Augment your cyber resiliency programme and fraud risk management framework

Medium
term

–– Review your security protocols around remote access to ensure multi-level
authentication is enabled for all users
–– Re-perform fraud and business and integrity risk assessments identifying gaps
against best practice

–– CIOs and CISOs are worried about the
security and viability of managed service
providers as they come under pressure
–– Urgent need for training and advice to
employees on how to work securely
from home

–– As businesses quickly flex their operations
they may not have time to complete their
usual integrity checks and may be exposed
to supply chain fraud and misconduct
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on
cyber resilience

–– Organised crime has responded rapidly
to the crisis by orchestrating large scale
campaigns to defraud customers and
businesses

–– Supporting businesses with crisis management support

–– Organisations are rolling out new remote
working and cloud infrastructure at pace,
and being forced to implement new adhoc security models and approaches to
secure that infrastructure

–– Assessments of Business Impact Analysis and Business Continuity Planning
robustness

–– Dealing with COVID-19 themed cyber
threats. As more meetings and agreements
will be handled via phone and e-mail this
increases the risk of phishing attacks and
email frauds
–– Managing escalating costs of IT security
when budgets are constrained
–– The absence of key staff in departments
such as finance increases the risk that
standard controls cannot be maintained,
and widespread remote working may
reduce the effectiveness of authorisation
and existing fraud detection processes
–– Financial and operational pressure increases
the risk of accounting manipulation or
financial misstatement as businesses seek
to inflate or enhance their performance

–– Business can be willing to implement
greater controls on email security and web
browsing to deal with the growing fraud
threat if it can be done quickly and cheaply

–– Trusted advice on security control improvements and rationalisation
–– Cyber incident response support

Medium
term

–– Legal reviews of companies’ data breach procedures
–– Balance sheet integrity review
–– Rapid response due diligence on suppliers and conterparties

Long
term

–– Undertaking fraud risk assessments
–– Mobilising managed service operations to augment client teams and provide
interim staffing

–– CIOs and CISOs are worried about the
security and viability of managed service
providers as they come under pressure
–– Urgent need for training and advice to
employees on how to work securely
from home

–– As businesses quickly flex their operations
they may not have time to complete their
usual integrity checks and may be exposed
to supply chain fraud and misconduct
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Commercial resilience
As the COVID-19 pandemic takes its course, and as official
responses evolve, customer behaviours are changing in
ways that we have never seen before. For businesses, this is
first and foremost a demand crisis, which determines large
elements of the commercial challenge. Market access and
demand for products and services is changing rapidly, as are
customer behaviours, with material shifts in channel usage,
often daily, and in several different ways at the same time.
Commercial resilience is critical to every enterprise right now
and is all about understanding and meeting rapidly changing
customer demand, needs and behaviours at a time when
patterns are highly uncertain. There are two key themes:

1. M
 arkets, products and services

2. Customer experience and behaviours
To navigate uncertainty, businesses need to prioritise creating
human connections across an unexpected, unfamiliar landscape.
To make effective decisions, actionable customer insights are
more important than ever, so leaders can rapidly pivot their support
to meet different needs; especially amongst the most vulnerable.
Best practice in customer and colleague experience has never
been more important. Those that get this right will both weather
the storm and lay the foundations for the future.
Direct interventions by local and national government, such as
the closure of borders, regulatory measures like the enforced
shutdown of bars, cafes and restaurants alongside “non-essential”

retail, and new legislation and policies, are having a huge impact.
But that is only part of the story, with customers’ spending
patterns also shifting at pace, seeing some areas to demand,
for example with food, escalating, while others collapse. And,
inevitably, there is huge pressure to shift core services onto digital
platforms and channels, often for the first time.

“How do you monitor, measure
and adapt to changes in
demand in markets, channels,
products and services?”

Businesses in every sector of the economy are taking dramatic
steps to respond to unprecedented changes in demand. Product
lines are being streamlined; capacity is being switched to areas
of high demand; resources are being redirected towards online
channels, and meeting rapidly changing customer behaviours,
needs and expectations has never been so critical. We’re even
seeing increased collaboration between firms to share limited
distribution networks.
KPMG’s Enterprise Resilience Framework can help businesses
to identify and manage the threats presented by the COVID-19
pandemic, and in the next few pages we outline some of the
practical steps that organisations can take to maintain and protect
themselves.

Click here to take our COVID-19 response assessment
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–– The forced closure of retail outlets and
physical self-isolation has dramatically,
and rapidly, altered the pattern of
customer demand and impacts the flow
of products and services and affecting
supply chains

–– Product lines are being rationalised and
simplified to best meet changing demand,
most notably within food retail

–– New regulations and policies may disrupt
market access, demand and distribution

–– In many product and service categories we
are seeing an accelerated shift to online,
which is likely to remain a permanent fixture
after the current health crisis abates

–– Demand is changing materially, with
many product lines seeing dramatic falls
while other ‘staples’ and key services are
experiencing rapid growth

–– Some financial service products, notably in
credit, lending and insurance, are expanding
as customer finances begin to feel the strain
and government intervenes to support
individuals and the economy

–– Demand for substitute products and
services and new products and services
aimed at helping customers will grow.
We could see businesses being forced to
pivot their focus to specific product lines

–– Capabilities are being shifted to boost
capacity in areas of high demand and meet
new opportunities with heavy recruitment
in fulfilment operations across online, retail
and food
–– Cooperation and collaboration between
business are on the rise, with the aim of
sharing capabilities, supply chains and
distribution networks
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Markets, products and services

Customer experience and behaviours

Short
Term
term

Challenges and concerns

Industry Insights

Short term

–– The forced closure of retail outlets and
physical self-isolation has dramatically,
and rapidly, altered the pattern of
customer demand and impacts the flow
of products and services and affecting
supply chains

–– Product lines are being rationalised and
simplified to best meet changing demand,
most notably within food retail

–– Assess and monitor daily how current and anticipated travel restrictions,
including border closures, and new regulations and policies will impact market
access, customer demand, supply chains and distribution. Anticipate and plan
for further restrictions in collaboration with key suppliers

–– New regulations and policies may disrupt
market access, demand and distribution

–– In many product and service categories we
are seeing an accelerated shift to online,
which is likely to remain a permanent fixture
after the current health crisis abates

–– Identify which products and services are experiencing increasing or falling
demand, and consider establishing additional management information flows
and tracking closely emerging patterns to filter through the business

–– Demand is changing materially, with
many product lines seeing dramatic falls
while other ‘staples’ and key services are
experiencing rapid growth

–– Some financial service products, notably in
credit, lending and insurance, are expanding
as customer finances begin to feel the strain
and government intervenes to support
individuals and the economy

–– Analyse and monitor changes in market, product, service and customer
segment demand and behaviours

–– Demand for substitute products and
services and new products and services
aimed at helping customers will grow.
We could see businesses being forced to
pivot their focus to specific product lines

–– Capabilities are being shifted to boost
capacity in areas of high demand and meet
new opportunities with heavy recruitment
in fulfilment operations across online, retail
and food

–– Decide which activities to stop, start and continue – and assess how resources
and capabilities can be reallocated

–– Cooperation and collaboration between
business are on the rise, with the aim of
sharing capabilities, supply chains and
distribution networks

–– Identify and assess responses to any increased costs and risks

–– Review commercial arrangements - pricing, sales and service requirements
- considering specific customer segments evolving situations, needs and
expectations

–– Establish information, communication and decision lines through the business
to ensure actions are coordinated and agile

Medium
term

Long
term

How KPMG
member
firms can
help

–– Pivot existing capabilities to address overstock challenges
–– Assess how broader industry or adjacent sector partnerships could match
surplus supply with demand
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Medium term

–– The forced closure of retail outlets and
physical self-isolation has dramatically,
and rapidly, altered the pattern of
customer demand and impacts the flow
of products and services and affecting
supply chains

–– Product lines are being rationalised and
simplified to best meet changing demand,
most notably within food retail

–– Establish clear channels of communication, governance and control processes
to monitor and assess evolving changes in government restrictions, regulations,
customer demand and behaviour

–– In many product and service categories we
are seeing an accelerated shift to online,
which is likely to remain a permanent fixture
after the current health crisis abates

–– Identify where new demand is emerging and how existing resources and
capabilities could be transferred to these areas while also assessing the impact
on current business

–– New regulations and policies may disrupt
market access, demand and distribution
–– Demand is changing materially, with
many product lines seeing dramatic falls
while other ‘staples’ and key services are
experiencing rapid growth

–– Some financial service products, notably in
credit, lending and insurance, are expanding
as customer finances begin to feel the strain
and government intervenes to support
individuals and the economy

–– Demand for substitute products and
services and new products and services
aimed at helping customers will grow.
We could see businesses being forced to
pivot their focus to specific product lines

–– Capabilities are being shifted to boost
capacity in areas of high demand and meet
new opportunities with heavy recruitment
in fulfilment operations across online, retail
and food

–– Identify and assess opportunities for collaboration and partnerships, in order to
share resource and capabilities providing guidance and clear responsibilities with
the business

–– Cooperation and collaboration between
business are on the rise, with the aim of
sharing capabilities, supply chains and
distribution networks
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Long term

–– The forced closure of retail outlets and
physical self-isolation has dramatically,
and rapidly, altered the pattern of
customer demand and impacts the flow
of products and services and affecting
supply chains

–– Product lines are being rationalised and
simplified to best meet changing demand,
most notably within food retail

–– Review the product and service portfolio, assessing the implications of
sustained demand disruption across markets, customer segments, products
and services

–– In many product and service categories we
are seeing an accelerated shift to online,
which is likely to remain a permanent fixture
after the current health crisis abates

–– Assess the implications of material shifts in resource and capabilities according
to new priorities, and the impact on core processes, governance and control

–– Demand is changing materially, with
many product lines seeing dramatic falls
while other ‘staples’ and key services are
experiencing rapid growth

–– Some financial service products, notably in
credit, lending and insurance, are expanding
as customer finances begin to feel the strain
and government intervenes to support
individuals and the economy

–– Revisit assumptions about customer relationships under the new paradigm

–– Demand for substitute products and
services and new products and services
aimed at helping customers will grow.
We could see businesses being forced to
pivot their focus to specific product lines

–– Capabilities are being shifted to boost
capacity in areas of high demand and meet
new opportunities with heavy recruitment
in fulfilment operations across online, retail
and food

–– New regulations and policies may disrupt
market access, demand and distribution

Medium
term

–– Give thought to post-crisis commercial arrangements including sale, distribution
and marketing strategies reflecting changes in customer demand and behaviours

–– Cooperation and collaboration between
business are on the rise, with the aim of
sharing capabilities, supply chains and
distribution networks
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Short
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– The forced closure of retail outlets and
physical self-isolation has dramatically,
and rapidly, altered the pattern of
customer demand and impacts the flow
of products and services and affecting
supply chains

–– Product lines are being rationalised and
simplified to best meet changing demand,
most notably within food retail

–– Rapid assessment and diagnostics to identify critical impact points across
the business

–– In many product and service categories we
are seeing an accelerated shift to online,
which is likely to remain a permanent fixture
after the current health crisis abates

–– Planning and assessing capabilities, capacities and the scope to reallocate them

–– New regulations and policies may disrupt
market access, demand and distribution
–– Demand is changing materially, with
many product lines seeing dramatic falls
while other ‘staples’ and key services are
experiencing rapid growth

–– Some financial service products, notably in
credit, lending and insurance, are expanding
as customer finances begin to feel the strain
and government intervenes to support
individuals and the economy

–– Demand for substitute products and
services and new products and services
aimed at helping customers will grow.
We could see businesses being forced to
pivot their focus to specific product lines

–– Capabilities are being shifted to boost
capacity in areas of high demand and meet
new opportunities with heavy recruitment
in fulfilment operations across online, retail
and food

–– Mapping and quantifying key implications and interdependencies
–– Review of commercial arrangements covering pricing, sales and service
requirements taking into consideration specific customer segments evolving
situations, needs and expectations
–– Establishing sector specific C-suite (virtual) roundtables to share key issues,
learnings and encourage collaboration
–– Link up and share learnings from other KPMG member firms who are in a more
advanced phase of the current situation

–– Cooperation and collaboration between
business are on the rise, with the aim of
sharing capabilities, supply chains and
distribution networks
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–– Customer emotions, needs and
behaviours are driving rapid changes in
demand, buying patterns and channel use

–– Businesses are rapidly changing operating
procedures to reflect new customer
behaviours and reallocating resource and
capabilities towards tailored customer
communications and sales and service
models to reflect specific segment
situations and needs

–– The rules of connecting with customers
have seismically changed, with new best
practices emerging daily. Customers are
switching channels at pace, particularly to
digital for key products and services
–– To navigate this crisis of consumption,
actionable insights are critical
–– Innovative pipelines will need to be
accelerated to meet new consumer needs

–– A “back to basics” approach on experience,
prioritising integrity, empathy and
issue resolution
–– Firms are rapidly redesigning journeys to
incorporate new digital capabilities, online
channels and fulfilment capabilities
–– Firms are equipping and enabling employees
to ensure they are able to navigate the
new normal
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Short
Term
term
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Short term

–– Customer emotions, needs and
behaviours are driving rapid changes in
demand, buying patterns and channel use

–– Businesses are rapidly changing operating
procedures to reflect new customer
behaviours and reallocating resource and
capabilities towards tailored customer
communications and sales and service
models to reflect specific segment
situations and needs

–– Identify and segment customers in response to immediate changes in demand
and buying behaviours

–– A “back to basics” approach on experience,
prioritising integrity, empathy and
issue resolution

–– Empathetically understand your customers and their immediate needs

–– The rules of connecting with customers
have seismically changed, with new best
practices emerging daily. Customers are
switching channels at pace, particularly to
digital for key products and services
–– To navigate this crisis of consumption,
actionable insights are critical
–– Innovative pipelines will need to be
accelerated to meet new consumer needs

–– Firms are rapidly redesigning journeys to
incorporate new digital capabilities, online
channels and fulfilment capabilities
–– Firms are equipping and enabling employees
to ensure they are able to navigate the
new normal

–– Develop a joined-up COVID-19 customer plan. Build cross-functionality to ensure
all aspects of the customer’s experience are covered
–– Use the Six Pillars of Experience as a checklist for ensuring the right bases are
being covered and appropriate behaviours are in place
–– Include employees and front line staff in the planning so they can be rapidly
equipped to provide the latest information to customers and respond flexibly
as required

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Ensure employee experience is treated with the same priority as the customer
experience, and manage overlaps between the two
–– Identify and segment customers in response to immediate changes in demand
and buying behaviours
–– Prioritise vulnerable customers and critical workers for additional support
–– Identify quick wins, those aspects of the business which are suddenly very
relevant (e.g. collaboration opportunities)

How KPMG
member
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Medium term

–– Customer emotions, needs and
behaviours are driving rapid changes in
demand, buying patterns and channel use

–– Businesses are rapidly changing operating
procedures to reflect new customer
behaviours and reallocating resource and
capabilities towards tailored customer
communications and sales and service
models to reflect specific segment
situations and needs

–– Review customer journeys for crisis resilience – identify and resolve
opportunities to automate and reduce costs. Make urgent immediate changes to
reflect new channel behaviours and needs

–– The rules of connecting with customers
have seismically changed, with new best
practices emerging daily. Customers are
switching channels at pace, particularly to
digital for key products and services
–– To navigate this crisis of consumption,
actionable insights are critical
–– Innovative pipelines will need to be
accelerated to meet new consumer needs

–– A “back to basics” approach on experience,
prioritising integrity, empathy and
issue resolution

–– Mine behavioural, social and sentiment insights and establish leadership level
reporting to fine-tune action

Medium
term

–– Potentially pause initiatives that consume resource that can be deployed to
meet immediate customer needs
–– Seek to support emerging customer contact mechanisms such as WhatsApp,
WeChat groups or social media pages such as Facebook

–– Firms are rapidly redesigning journeys to
incorporate new digital capabilities, online
channels and fulfilment capabilities

–– Develop new digital marketing and communications platforms to engage
customers directly and respond to their needs through personalised
interactions at scale

–– Firms are equipping and enabling employees
to ensure they are able to navigate the
new normal

–– Initiate agile innovation teams to respond creatively to medium-term changes in
customer needs and find new ways of solving emerging customer problems

Long
term
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Long term

–– Customer emotions, needs and
behaviours are driving rapid changes in
demand, buying patterns and channel use

–– Businesses are rapidly changing operating
procedures to reflect new customer
behaviours and reallocating resource and
capabilities towards tailored customer
communications and sales and service
models to reflect specific segment
situations and needs

–– Determine the new role for your brand as recovery sets in, re-setting all
elements of brand and customer strategy to ensure long-term growth in a new
environment

–– The rules of connecting with customers
have seismically changed, with new best
practices emerging daily. Customers are
switching channels at pace, particularly to
digital for key products and services
–– To navigate this crisis of consumption,
actionable insights are critical
–– Innovative pipelines will need to be
accelerated to meet new consumer needs

–– A “back to basics” approach on experience,
prioritising integrity, empathy and
issue resolution
–– Firms are rapidly redesigning journeys to
incorporate new digital capabilities, online
channels and fulfilment capabilities
–– Firms are equipping and enabling employees
to ensure they are able to navigate the
new normal

–– Review channel strategies and develop plans and solutions to enable the
business to adjust to new processes, IT capabilities and supporting resources,
and governance and control processes across the business
–– Develop new digital marketing and communications platforms to engage
customers directly and respond to their needs through personalised
interactions at scale
–– Assess the potential impact of short-term disruption on longer-term patterns of
customer demand and behaviour

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Re-engineer customer journeys and processes to meet altered needs and
behaviours
–– Establish robust market intelligence and monitoring to track further changes in
customer demand and behaviours and to ensure visibility and control
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KPMG member firms can help with:

–– Customer emotions, needs and
behaviours are driving rapid changes in
demand, buying patterns and channel use

–– Businesses are rapidly changing operating
procedures to reflect new customer
behaviours and reallocating resource and
capabilities towards tailored customer
communications and sales and service
models to reflect specific segment
situations and needs

–– COVID-19 specific checklists for customer experience, using KPMG’s Six Pillars
best practices

–– A “back to basics” approach on experience,
prioritising integrity, empathy and
issue resolution

–– Assisting in digital transformation projects and enablement of new customer
engagement models via KPMG’s Connected Enterprise framework

–– The rules of connecting with customers
have seismically changed, with new best
practices emerging daily. Customers are
switching channels at pace, particularly to
digital for key products and services
–– To navigate this crisis of consumption,
actionable insights are critical
–– Innovative pipelines will need to be
accelerated to meet new consumer needs

–– Firms are rapidly redesigning journeys to
incorporate new digital capabilities, online
channels and fulfilment capabilities
–– Firms are equipping and enabling employees
to ensure they are able to navigate the
new normal

–– Weekly social and behavioural insights, capturing emerging customer issues and
needs
–– Rapid mobilisation of new customer operations, channels and technologies to
support specific clients

–– Assistance in prioritising short-term cost out, whilst maintaining ability for longterm growth

Medium
term

Long
term

–– Setting up a consumer behaviour monitor across multiple markets to understand
changing consumption patterns
–– Customer contract commercial and legal review and advice
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Hong Kong regional contacts
Honson To

Andrew Weir

Ayesha Lau

Chairman, KPMG China and Asia Pacific
KPMG China
+852 2522 6022
honson.to@kpmg.com

Vice-Chairman, KPMG China and Senior Partner,
Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2826 7243
andrew.weir@kpmg.com

Managing Partner, Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2826 7165
ayesha.lau@kpmg.com

Grant Jamieson

Bonn Liu

Ivy Cheung

Head of Advisory, Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2140 2804
grant.jamieson@kpmg.com

Head of Asset Management, ASPAC
Co-Head of Capital Markets, China
Head of Financial Services, Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2826 7241
bonn.liu@kpmg.com

Head of Audit, Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2978 8136
ivy.cheung@kpmg.com

John Timpany

Stephen Mercer

Head of Tax, Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2143 8790

Deputy Head of Audit, China
KPMG China
+852 2826 7264
stephen.mercer@kpmg.com
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Hong Kong regional contacts
Financial Resilience
Tom Jenkins

Christoph Zinke

Giuliana Auinger

Partner, Head of Financial Risk Management
KPMG China
+852 2143 8570
tom.jenkins@kpmg.com

Partner, Head of Global Strategy Group,
China and Asia Pacific
KPMG China
+852 2140 2808
christoph.zinke@kpmg.com

Partner, Head of Global Strategy Group,
Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2140 2383
giuliana.auinger@kpmg.com

Patrick Cowley

Rosalie Lui

Principal, Head of Restructuring Services,
Hong Kong and Asia Pacific
KPMG China
+852 2140 2836
patrick.cowley@kpmg.com

Partner, Deal Advisory, Restructuring Services
KPMG China
+852 2140 2848
rosalie.lui@kpmg.com

Short
term

Medium
term

Long
term

Operational Resilience and Commercial Resilience
Peter Outridge

Jonathan Lo

Isabel Zisselsberger

Tracy Shum

Partner, Head of People & Change, Advisory
KPMG China
+852 2847 5159
peter.outridge@kpmg.com

Partner, People & Change, Advisory HR
Transformation Lead, Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2913 2986
jonathan.lo@kpmg.com

Partner, Head of Financial Management,
Customer and Operations, Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2826 8033
isabel.zisselsberger@kpmg.com

Director, Management Consulting
KPMG China
+852 2847 5183
tracy.shum@kpmg.com

James O’Callaghan

Henry Shek

Mark Bowra

Partner, Head of Technology Consulting,
Hong Kong
KPMG China
+852 2143 8866
james.ocallaghan@kpmg.com

Partner, Head of IT Advisory, Risk Consulting
KPMG China
+852 2143 8799
henry.shek@kpmg.com

Partner, Forensic
KPMG China
+852 2140 2323
mark.bowra@kpmg.com
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Contact us
Heads of Advisory
KPMG in Australia

KPMG in New Zealand

KPMG in Thailand

Ken Reid
kenreid@kpmg.com.au

Souella Cumming
smcumming@kpmg.co.nz

Vongthavaravat Sukit
sukit@kpmg.co.th

KPMG in China

Jack Carroll
jackcarroll@kpmg.co.nz

KPMG in Vietnam

Jeffrey Wong
jeffrey.wong@kpmg.com

KPMG in Indonesia
Irwan Djaja
irwan.djaja@kpmg.co.id

KPMG in Japan
Masahiko Chino
masahiko.chino@jp.kpmg.com

KPMG in Phillipines
Emmanuel Bonoan
ebonoan@kpmg.com

Warrick Cleine
warrickcleine@kpmg.com.vn
Ross Macallister
rossmacallister@kpmg.com.vn

KPMG in Singapore
Irving Low
irvinglow@kpmg.com.sg

KPMG in Korea

Roger Tay
rtay@kpmg.com.sg

Dae-Gil Jung
djung1@kr.kpmg.com

KPMG in Taiwan

KPMG in Malaysia

Eric Tsao
erictsao@kpmg.com.tw

Siew Mei Chan
siewmeichan@kpmg.com.my

KPMG Asia Pacific
Head of Advisory
Ken Reid
kenreid@kpmg.com.au
Head of Audit & Assurance
Takuji Kanai
takuji.kanai@jp.kpmg.com
Head of Tax & Legal
David Linke
davidlinke@kpmg.com.au
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